
PROCEEDINGS.
EIGHTH SESSION, 1855-56.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

St. George's Hall, IBlh October, 1856.

THE EEV. DR. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following BEPORT : 
At the commencement of last Session, the Council of this Society felt themselves 

in a new position, and one that was not free from anxiety and difficulty. The objects 
and operations of the Society had been extended, the number of meetings had been 
greatly increased, and prospects of additional advantages had been held out to an 
enlarged number of members. They have now the satisfaction of stating that their 
anxiety has been dispelled, and their most sanguine hopes more than realised. They 
resign the offices which the members kindly entrusted to them, in the confidence that 
never were the pecuniary or intellectual resources of the Society so abundant as at 
present; and that its reputation was never more widely extended or placed upon a 
more secure basis.

Some delay occurred, at the commencement of last Session, before the necessary 
formalities could be complied with respecting a place of meeting. For local and 
other reasons, the members were desirous to meet in St. George's Hall; and they felt 
that the operations of their Society, which promotes no personal or party interest, were 
quite in character with the general objects of the building, and with the intellectual 
researches to which it was first devoted. They have the pleasure of stating, what is 
already known to the members, that the Town Council at once confirmed the recom 
mendation of the St. George's Hall Committee, in granting them suitable accommoda 
tion ; and they desire, on the part of the Society, gratefully to recognise the kind and 
handsome spirit in which they were met. It is right to mention too, that the payments 
made under this head are intended merely to cover the estimated expenses, such aa 
lighting, heating, porters, cleaning, &c.

In the new arrangements of the Society, one of the experiments tried was to avoid 
the issue of weekly circulars; which to so large a number of members was both costly 
and troublesome, and to the majority of no use whatever. Accordingly, a card was 
issued to every member, for the purpose of showing the evenings of meeting; and an 
advertisement was inserted in each of three local papers, to show the subjects to be 
treated of. The experience of the Session has shown that the general plan is a good 
one, and the retiring Council accordingly recommend it to their successors. They also 
believe that it may be carried out in the future, with greater economy and increased 
success.

In conformity with a recommendation contained in the last Annual Report, the List 
of Members was printed after the 1st of January last, and issued to the members in 
the form of a separate tract. The new code of Laws, which had been adopted a.t the 
extension of the Society, was issued about the same time; and the recent postal 
regulations will afford increased facilities for transmitting any such documents in 
future, to distant members.

At the commencement of last Session, the first volume of the Society's Proceedings 
and Papers was out of print, and for some time, copies of it had been sold at a Guinea 
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each. The Council resolved to re-print it, especially as it was thought desirable to 
publish all the volumes of the Society. This has been done, and the volume may now 
be procured by the members, at less than half its original cost. As every copy of this 
re-print is intended for Bale, the expenditure under this head may be regarded in the 
light of an investment of a portion of the funds.

With the hope of making the Society more useful, an effort has been made to put 
the Library and Museum in order, and make their contents thoroughly available to the 
members. Accordingly, a catalogue of both has been formally made out, and laid 
before the Council by the Librarian and Curator respectively. The Council are in 
treaty for a suitable place of deposit for them; and they hope that the arrangements 
may be completed early in this Session. In the meanwhile, several of the volumes 
have been bound, and miscellaneous pamphlets have been arranged.

About the middle of the Session, the attention of the members was drawn, " by one 
of themselves," to the best means of promoting Science iu the locality; and the 
remarks made, though privately issued, were thought to be of such importance as to 
call for a more extended and formal circulation. The substance of them was therefore, 
by the direction of the Society, printed in the Proceedings, with a suitable introduction; 
and an edition from the standing types was distributed with an accompanying circular. 
This, of course, was a special act, the good effects of which it was hoped would be 
seen during several Sessions; and the numerous kind responses which it has already 
elicited have satisfied the Council that this was the exercise of a wise discretion.

In the course of the Session, the Diploma which had been prepared for the use of 
the members, was issued to all those within the limits of the town delivery; and a 
small charge was made for the mere cost of paper and printing. The copies for the 
more distant members which it was inconvenient to forward were also prepared; 
and they may be had on application to the Honorary Curator.

From the moment that the Society extended its objects and operations, it was foreseen 
that the dudes would be so heavy even those of a routine and mechanical kind as to 
require the appointment of an Assistant Secretary. For this the new Laws had 
sufficiently provided; and one of the earliest acts of the Council of the past Session, 
was to set apart a specific sum, as a permanent remuneration for the suitable dis 
charge of the duties. They have also appointed a gentleman, in whose zeal and 
ability they have much confidence ; that the labours of the Session may at once proceed 
regularly, without undue pressure upon any of their Honorary Officers. During the 
past Session, howaver, in which many additional duties were necessary, and while the 
detailed course of proceeding was not yet established, they directed that the same sum 
should be employed, in procuring such assistance as the circumstances required.

For a detailed account of the business of the Session, the Council refer with pleasure 
to the seventh volume of Transactions, which has just been issued to the members. 
They venture to believe, that few volumes, equal in interest and value, have issued 
from the Liverpool press. It contains more than 70 illustrations; the separation of 
the Transactions from the Proceedings is an obvious improvement; and the quality of 
the papers is of a superior kind. Though the past Session was the first occasion on 
which the members felt themselves called upon to investigate Scientific subjects 
specifically, it will be seen that Science occupies rather more than one-third of the 
papers in the Transactions. The Council believe that the formal publication of the 
volumes will benefit the Society both in a moral and material point of view.

The number of members on the roll of the Society, during the past Session, was as 
follows Resident 348, Non-resident 104, lady associates 4; total 416 paying members. 
There are also 38 Honorary members, to whom the volumes are sent without payment. 
The estimated income of the Society is about ,£340; and the Council are of opinion 
that £260 will in general suffice for the publication of a handsome volume, and for the 
working expenses of the Society. On this occasion, they felt that they would be 
justified in exceeding these limits ; as they were required not merely to conduct the 
business of a single Session, but also to lay a secure foundation upon which the labours 
of their successors may be safely built.
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The actual receipts by the Treasurer, during the Session, have amounted to 
j£328 Os. 6d., and the whole Sessional expenses to i'310 I'-is.; leaving a balance to the 
credit of the Session of A'll 8s. 6d. The Council felt that they could not better 
employ this sum, and the funds which remained in the Treasurer's hands after the 
re-printing of volume I, than in putting the Society's property in order, and preparing 
to turn the whole of it to a practical and useful account. Then- successors in office 
will be required to make a small outlay of a similar kind, in printing a Catalogue of 
the Library, and in procuring suitable furniture ; after which, it is expected that the 
operations and the expenses of the Society will be of a uniform character from year to 
year.

The volume for the past session is of so much interest, that the Council did 
not hesitate to print a larger edition of it than of any of the previous ones. Several 
hundred copies are therefore left in stock, for sale to the public and to present and 
future members. If the whole of the volumes in stock be estimated (it members' 
prices, their value will be about £700. If to this we add £70 of arrears, and the 
moderate estimate of £'250 for the Library, Museum, and miscellaneous property of 
the Society, we have in round figures, .£1000 worth of property realized during the 
short period of seven years. The donation of numerous valuable illustrations has 
contributed in no small degree to the high character which the volumes have sustained; 
and the Library and Museum are almost exclusively the product of donations, of which 
an unusually large number were made in the course of last Session.

One of the extra duties discharged during the past Session, has been the extension 
of that friendly reciprocity which prevails between other learned Societies and this one. 
Several Societies, chiefly of a scientific character, have expressed their readiness to 
reciprocate publications with us; and similar efforts will be made till all the principal 
learned Societies in the kingdom be included in the arrangement; as well as an 
increased number of those on the Continent and in America. In connexion with this 
subject it may be mentioned, that the members of the Society undertook an excursion to 
Shrewsbury, on Thursday the 9th of August, when they were admitted for the day to the 
Museum and meetings of the Congress of the Archaeological Institute. On the part 
of this Society, and by the direction of the Council, they invited the members of the 
Institute to meet at some convenient time, within the limits of the two counties of 
Lancashire and Cheshire. Again, at the meeting of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science, held this year at Glasgow, your Delegates had the pleasure to 
present copies of the last volume of Transactions, for the Library of the Association 
itself, and also to the distinguished individuals whom they enrolled last year as 
Honorary Members.

The Council have to deplore, in common with the members at large, the loss of 
several valued friends who have been removed by death. Besides ordinary members, 
the Society has lost two of its most prominent officers since the close of the meetings 
in May. The first of these was the Earl of Seflon, President of the Society, and one 
of its original members; and the other, still more recently, Archdeacon Brooks, one of 
the Vice-Presidents from the first, and who on several occasions occupied the chair at 
the meetings of the Society. The high estimation in which both were held, has been 
shown by the spontaneous tributes of numerous sorrowing survivors; and the members 
are fully sensible of the loss which this Society has sustained by the bereavement, as 
well as the public in general.

In suggesting the names of other gentlemen to occupy the places of those who retire, 
the Council have acted to the best of their judgment; and they have the gratification 
of knowing that those who succeed them will have a less difficult task than that which 
fell to themselves. They retire from office, grateful for the unvarying kindness and 
support which have enabled them to realise such a measure of success; and confident 
that the future progress of the Society will he the best commentary on the efforts which 
they have made in its cause.

The Treasurer's Balance Sheet, signed by the Auditors, was also read.
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HISTOEIC SOCIETY   Sessional Income, in Account with THOS. Avisos, Esq., treasurer.

189 10 3

I. THE VOLUME. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
Printing, binding, &c. .. 153 13 6 
Illustrations............ 31 6 9
Authors' copies ........ 4 10 O

II. SESSIONAL CHARGES.
Circulars and cards...... 5 19 0
List of Members ........ 7 17 6
Postage of circulars, &c.. 817 
Tea, coffee, & attendance 1118 0 
Use of St George's Hall. 1513 0 
Advertisements ........ 10 0 0
Assistant Secretary...... 50 0 0
Delivery of circulars, &o. 3 9 11 
Collector and Accountant 9 13 0 
Messages, parcels, mis 

cellaneous ............ 479
. 127 1 9

£316 12 0 
Salance to the credit of the Session.. 11 8 6

£328 0 6

Arrears .............
Entrance fees .......
Annual subscriptions 
Life compositions 
Books sold

£ a. d. £ 
, 22 1 0 
. 990 
. 201 9 0

e. d.

5 0

328 0 9

£328 0 6

Examined by

PETER B. M'Quix, 1 
SAMDBL OATH, I

HISTOBIO SOCIETY Property and Cash, in Account with THOS. Avisos, Esq., Treasurer.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
I. PERMANENT CHARGES.

Glass cases and fitting .... 26 4 9
Books bought, binding, &o. 4 10 2 
New minute and receipt 

books .................. 4 7 0
New Laws ................ 6 15 0
Stationery ................ 5 18 6

      47 15 5
II. REPRINTING VOLUME I.......... 54 14 6
III. SPECIAL EXPENSES. 

Annual Report (separate), Excursion 
circulars, Science in Lancashire 
and Cheshire, and Mr. Wright's 
Lecture.......................... 1815 5

£121 5 4

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
Balance in Treasurer's

hands, last October .... 97 511 
Balance to credit of last

Session................ 11 8 6 ^ ̂  ^

Balance due Treasurer ........ 12 10 11

£121 5 4

Examined ty

PETER R. M'QoiE, 1 , , !t SAMUEL GATEI, '} Auditors.

It was moved by J. T. DANSON, F.S.S., seconded by THOMAS MOOBE, SEN., Esq., 
and resolved,  

That the Report be adopted ; and that it be printed and circulated with the 
Proceedings of the Society.

It was moved by JOHN POOLE, Esq., seconded by JOSEPH BOULT, Esq., and resolved,  
That the Abstract of the Treasurer's Accounts now read, be passed and printed 

with the Report.
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It was moved by DB. HUMH, seconded by DAVID BUXTON, Esq., and resolved,  
That the thanks of the Society be given to all those gentlemen who have 

contributed Illnstrations, in whole or in part, for Volume vii; and especially to 
Mr. Mayer, the Honorary Curator of the Society.

It was moved by THOMAS GBAT,Esq., seconded by DB. MAoiNiYBE v aud resolved, 
That the thanks of the Society be given to the retiring Council and Officers, for 

their services during the past Session.
It was moved by JOSEPH BOULT, Esq., seconded by J. T. DANSON, F.S.S., and 

resolved, 
That the thanks of the Society are especially due to the Hev. Dr. Hume, for his 

invaluable services in the office of Honorary Secretary, since the Society was 
established; by which its present position has been mainly secured.

A Ballot having been taken for the Officers and Sectional Members of Council, by 
means of the slips forwarded to the members, the result was announced by the 
Chairman. (See p. ii.)

On the motion of the BEV. THOMAS MOOBE, M.A., a vote of thanks to the Chairman 
was passed by acclamation.

1st November, 1855. MISCELLANEOUS MEETING. 

J. T. DAHSON, F.S.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Donations were laid npon the table : 

From the Society. Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of 
Liverpool, during the 44th Session, 1854-S5. No. 9.

From the Society. Proceedings of the Liverpool Architectural and Archaeological 
Society, Volume II, Part 1,1850-51.

From the Society. Transactions, Laws, Bye-Laws, and Sixth Annual Report of 
the Liverpool Chemists' Association, with list of the officers and members, 
also a Catalogue of the Books belonging to the Library, and a list of Donors 
to the Museum fund, 1855.

From the Author. Eeport of the General Board of Health, on a Preliminary 
Inquiry, respecting Great Crosby and Litherland, in Lancashire. By Bobert 
Eawlinson, C.E., F.G.S., 1855.

From John Mather, Esq. Accounts of the Trustees of the Liverpool Docks, for 
the Years ending June 1888, '39, MO, '41, '42, '45, and '47.

A List of Voters in the Southern Division of the County Palatine of Lancaster, 
for the Hundred of West Derby.

From Dr. Hume. Geological Notices of the Environs of Glasgow, the shores of
the Clyde, and the Island of Arran. By James Bryce, jun., M.A., F.G.8., 1855.

Account of the Public Dinner given to Charles Boach Smith, Esq., at
Newport, Isle of Wight, on Tuesday! August 28th, and of the Conversazione at
Byde, August 29th, 1855.

From the Author. Collectanea Antiqua. By Charles Boach Smith, F.S.A., 
Vol. IV, Part 2.

From the Author. Views of Liverpool, about the year 1655 and in 1855, with 
Key. By Augustus Harding. Dedicated to the Historic Society.

Mr. Bloxam exhibited the first impression of an accurate portrait of Mr. Russell, 
the Crimean Correspondent of the Times.
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Mr. Gray drew attention to a new manure, the basis of which is phosphate of lime. 
It is a natural deposit on some of the islands of the Gulf of Mexico. He also exhibited 
a blank marriage certificate from Gretna Green.

Mr. Macfle exhibited a large number of ancient objects in bronze and brass. A 
detailed description of them on some future occasion, was promised to the Society.

Dr. Hume pointed out peculiar characteristics of some idols of the ancient Mexicans, 
as figured in a large work illustrative of Mexico.*

Mr. Gray called the attention of the Society to two letters in the London Times of 
that day, one from Walter Savage Landor concerning an aged descendant of Defoe, the 
other from Charles Dickens, Thomas Carlyle, and John Foster, in reference to the 
god-daughter of Dr. Johnson. Both of these aged persons required pecuniary assist 
ance ; and Mr. Gray noticed the letters for their sakes.

The Rev. John James Moss, M.A., exhibited an interesting case of WATCHES, and read 
the following remarks descriptive of them.

The watches exhibited, though only the nucleus of a collection, and by no means a 
complete series, are interesting as individual specimens of the art at various periodg, 
from the time of Elizabeth to the commencement of the last century. They are most 
of them perfect, and of very elegant design and workmanship. In addition to this, 
some of them are of historical interest, and they formed part of the late Mr. Bernal's 
collection.

No. 1 is a memento mori watch, of the time of Elizabeth, made by Charles Kobinet,  
from his name, an English maker. It has Latin mottoes round portions of the skull, 
which forms the case. The watch is of a similar kind, though differing in size and 
material, to that presented by Mary Queen of ScotH to Mary Setoun of the house of 
Wintoun, one of the four Maries, maids of honour to their unfortunate Sovereign. 
This latter is now in the possession of the Lauder family. An engraving of it, in the 
Illustrated News Almanac for 1852, is sufficiently correct for comparison.

No. 2 is a scolloped or padlock locket-shaped watch, with crystal front and ribbed 
crystal back. The sides are of gilt metal. It is figured in Mr. Bernal's catalogue, 
and was made by Gio Bait Nascarone. It belongs to the same period as the last 
described.

No. 3 is a silver watch purchased at Mr. Bernal's sale, and said to have been given 
by Charles I to Colonel Hammond at Carisbrooke. I believe there is no account of 
this gift in any history or memoir of that monarch ; but it was alluded to as a relic of 
him by Mr. Pettigrew, at the last meeting of the British Archaeological Association. 
In the centre of the outer case there is an engraving of the monarch praying as he is 
represented in the frontispiece of Eikou Basilike. At the back of the inner case is 
the engraving of a man in a gown praying, with our Saviour above, and the legend in 
a scroll, " And what I sai to you I sai unto all, watch." I may mention it as curious 
that this quotation from Scripture is not exactly according to our authorized translation, 
the Geneva version, or that by Craumer. The watch was made in London, by Richard 
Bower.

Nos. 4 to 7 are gold watches enamelled by the famous enamellers of Blois. This 
art, according to Mr. Morgan, in a Paper of his on watches in the Archteologia, was first 
used for such a purpose by Toutin in 1610, and ceased about the year 1680, or towards 
the close of the century. His most celebrated pupil, Vanguer Piu, painted the watch 
said to have belonged to Anne of Austria, which I purchased at Mr. Benial's sale. It 
is indeed a specimen as worthy of her taste as of the artist's celebrity. (See plate.)

Another of Toutin's pupils named Huoud painted the watch representing the Roman 
lady who nourished her father condemned to starvation. She was permitted to see 
him daily and her history has, as you are all aware, been immortalized by Byron.

* " Viage Hntoresoo Jy Arqeolojico sobre la parte mas interesante de la Eepublioa Mejicana, a 
los anos transcnrridos, des de 1829 hasta 1834. nor le Arqnitecto Don Carlos Nel>el, 50 laminas 
Lito grafidas, con su texto explicative. Paris y Mejicb MDUCCXXXIX.'
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This watch belonged to Prince Albert's mother, the Duchess of Saxe-Coburg, ami was 
purchased at her sale in 1852. It was made at Geneva, by Abraham Carl Liatte.

The enamelled watch No. 6, is by an unknown artist. The exterior is very minutely 
finished with classical subjects on the front and back, but the landscape! in the 
interior are less beautiful. The works were made at Amsterdam by Josephus Norris.

The enamelled watch No. 7 is interesting as containing in the inner case a portrait 
of the Earl of Rochester, and on the dial one of Charles II. They are probably the 
work of a less eminent artist than Piu or Huoud, but are nevertheless of considerable 
merit. The works are by Eobert Dingley, London.

No. 8 is an alarum pocket clock. The case is made of brass, with open work for 
the emission of sound. The maker's name is Pierre Maingot, Paris date probably 
early in the 17th century. It has a curious key.

No. 9 an alarum watch of silver. The case is cut in an intricate pattern, for the 
emission of sound. Date, the end of the 17th century.

No. 10, a gold watch made in Liverpool during the latter half of the last century, 
by Ealph Eden. The outer case is much older, and of the kind fashionable during the 
reign of Queen Anne.

The following Paper was then read : 
OH THE SAXON ELEMENT IN THE DICTION OF ENGLISH POETBY. By David 

Suxton, Esq.*

8th November, 1855, LITEKAKY SECTION.

THE EEV. Dn. THOM, V.P., in the Chair. 

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Society. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Part 
iii, 1856.

From the Society. Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Union, 
Vol. in, Nos. 147, '48, '49, '50.

From the Society. Journal of the Statistical Society, parts 1, 2, and 3, for 1855. 
From Lord Londesborough. Miscellanea Graphica, parts 5 and 6.
From James Newlands, C.E., Borough Engineer. List of Sewers in the Borough 

of Liverpool, 18f>5.
From Eobert Rawlinson, C.E., F.G.S. Beport of the Committee of Scientific 

Inquiries, in relation to the Cholera Epidemic of 1854.f
Appendix to ditto.
Letter from the President of the Board of Health, accompanying a Report 

of Dr. Sutherland, on the Cholera of 1854 in London.
Eeport on the Results of the different modes of Treating Cholera in London.
Report on the Results of the different modes of Treating Cholera in the 

Provinces.
Eeport of the Medical Council to the President of the General Board of 

Health, in relation to the Cholera Epidemic of 1854.

Dr. Hume exhibited an ancient sheep-bell, which had been dug up near Llanbadrig, 
in Anglesea. It is identical in form with the hawk's bell of heraldry; and is supposed 
to belong to the 15th century.
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Dr. Hume also drew attention to a pentagonal crystal of stone, about two inches 
long, and half au inch in diameter. A stone at the iron works of Ystalyfera, near 
Swansea, had been nearly in a state of fusion for a considerable time; and on the fire 
which it sustained being blown out, it split into crystals, of which this was one.

Mr. Danson, V.P., read some remarks on the Paper of Mr. Bnxton, which had been 
laid before the Society at the previous meeting. See note, page 48.

The following Paper was then read : 
LIVERPOOL: MEMORANDA TOUCHING ITS AKEA AND POPULATION, DURING THE 

FIRST HALF OF THE PRESENT CENTURY. By J. T. DanSOH, F.S.S., V.P.*

15th November, 1855. SCIENTIFIC SECTION. 

THE BBT. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

Mr. Thomas Kyffin Roberts, of St. Asaph, was duly elected a Member of the Society. 

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Society. Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, with maps and 
illustrations, vol. xxiv, 1854.

Address at the Anniversary Meeting of the Hoyal Geographical Society, by 
the Earl of Ellesmere, K.G., D.C.L., President.

From Professor Sedgwick. A Synopsis of the Classification of the British Palaeo 
zoic Rooks, with a systematic description of British Palaeozoic Fossils, by 
Professor Sedgwick, of Cambridge, and Professor McCoy, now of Melbourne 
University. 2 vols. 4to.

From Sir John Richardson, C.B., M.D. Magnetical and Meteorological Observa 
tions at lake Athabasca and Fort Simpson, by Capt. J. H. Lefroy, Hoyal 
Artillery, and at Fort Confidence, in Great Bear Lake, by Sir John Richardson. 
Printed by order of Government, 1855.

From the Author. Four Papers, viz.: (1) On the Action of Organic Acids on 
Cotton and Flax Fibres; (3) On the Action of Gallic and Tannio Acids 
in Dyeing; (8) On the Adulteration of Oils, by F. Grace Calvert, F.C.S., 
Professor of Chemistry, Manchester; and (4) On Alloys, by Professor Calvert 
and R. Johnson, Esq., Manchester.

From the Author. Paper on Ice Impediments in Australian Voyages, by John 
Thomas Towson, Esq.

From J. C. Dalton, Esq. Third Annual Report of the Committee of the Free 
Public Library and Derby Museum of the Borough of Liverpool; October, 
1855.

From William Blackmore, Esq. Minutes of Evidence on the Liverpool Election 
Petition, taken before the Select Committee, with the Proceedings of the 
Committee, 1853.

From Thomas Moore, Sen., Esq. Newspaper Slip Advice to Emigrants to New 
Zealand.

Mr. Whitehead exhibited a very interesting specimen of the shell known as Valuta 
punctata (Swainson), or Aulica punctata (Gray).

Mr. Sansom exhibited a print from a highly magnified photograph of Navicula 
angulata. It was supposed to be magnified 18,000 diameters, and the spots formerly 
supposed to be lines were seen as dots of a hexagonal shape. These dots had been

* Transactions, p. 23.
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measured, and were found to be 5% thousandths of an inch in diameter, in their 
natural state.

Dr. Hume exhibited a portable Gyroscope, lent for the purpose by Mr. Chadburn 
of Lord street, and drew attention to tUe vaiions motions of which it was susceptible. 
He also explained to the meeting the scientific* principles which were thus illustrated.

Mr. H. Meeson, on the part of Mr. Agnew, of Manchester, laid before the Society a 
selection of sixteen Photographs, from the series of Teuton's Crimean Illustrations. 
They consisted of six portraits of Generals, and ten Landscapes and Groups, in and 
near Balaclava.

The following Paper was then read : 

DESCRIPTION OF A PATENT ABACUS. By J. Gregory Jones, Esq.
This Abacus was invented and patented by Mr. Jones, who is one of the officers of 

the Collegiate Institution. It was placed in the meeting-room. The object of it is to 
familiarize the pupils of our Schools with the operations of Addition ; and thus to 
save the time of both teacher and pupils, or to afford greater leisure for the explanation 
of principles. By the simple movement of a slide, a vast number of combinations 
can be obtained, each of which may be distinguished with facility, by a number, for 
reference to a piinted Key. This states the correct sum of every arrangement of 
columns of figures, and thus affords an easy means of comparing the result which the 
pupil produces. The practical mode of using the instrument was shewn ; and some of 
those to whom its use had been familiar, displayed great celerity and accuracy in the 
process of adding.

6/A December, 1855. ABCBLEOLOGICAL SECTION. 

SAMUEL GATH, ESQ., in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were duly elected members of the Society: 

William Allcard, Esq., Bank House, Warrington.
Edward Hatty, Esq., 34, Stafford Street.
J. Black, M.D., F.G.S., Southport.
John Bowes, Esq., Warrington.
F. Crace Calvert, F.C.S., &c., Koyal Institution, Manchester.
James L. Crosse, Esq., 6, Sandon Terrace.
Edward Estill, Esq., Orange Court, Castle Street.
David Johnson Macfie, Esq., Bachelor Street, Dale Street.
John Newton, Esq., 15, West Derby Street.
William R. Sandbach, Esq., Bank Buildings, Cook Slreet.
John R. Shawe, Esq., Arrowe, Woodchurch, Cheshire.
George F. Wilson, F.R.S., F.S.S., Belmout, Vauxhall, London.

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 
From the Institute. The Archaeological Journal, published under the direction of 

the Central Committee of the Archaeological Institute; volumes vi, vn, vin, 
ix, x, xi, and parts 1 and 2 of volume xii.

* These espcriments were exhibited by M. Foucault, the inventor at the Meeting of the British 
Association at Liverpool; and an account of them is given in the Report for that Meeting, Pro- 
ceedings, p. 50, under the title " Nouvelles Experiences sur le Movvement tie la Terre au M<>ytn du 
Gyroscope." An account is also given in the Camples Brndus dc V Acailemit dcs Sciences. On 
March 12th, 1H55, the nature of these experiments was explained at the Aabmolean Society 
Oxford, by the Rev. Robert Walker, M.A., Reader in Experimental Philosophy. Allusion was also' 
made to them by the President, Lord Wrottesley, at the Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Society, 
November 30th, 1R55, in presenting the Copley Medal to M. Foucault. Proceedings of (he Royal 
Society, volume vii, p. 574.

Q
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From the Cambrian Archaeological Association. Archneologia Cambreusig, for July 
and October, 1855. Third series, Nos. 8 and 4.

From the Author. British Antiquities ; their present treatment and their real 
claims, by A. H. Rhiud, F.S.A. London and Scotland. Painph., 1855.

From the Editor. Parallel Passages from two Tales, elucidating the origin of the 
Plot of Guy Mannering, edited by Gilbert James French, Corr. F.S.A., Scot., 
and printed for presentation. Paraph., 1855.

From th« Rev. P. S. Dale, M.A. Thirteen Pamphlets, principally from the earlier 
press of Liverpool, consisting of the following: 

The Dispensary, a Poem, by James Clarke ; Liverpool, 1783. A Sermon, 
preached before the Mayor and Corporation, at St. George's Church, Liverpool, 
by the Rev. Samuel Renshaw, M.A.; London, 1793. Miscellany Poems on moral 
subjects; Chester, 1700. A Sermon preached at the Assizes held at Lancaster, 
19th August, 1787, by the Rev. Thomas Wilson, of Clitheroe, author of the 
Archaeological Dictionary; Leeds, 1797. Christian Knowledge and Universal 
Privilege, a Sermon preached at the opening of the Warrington Blue Coat 
School, by the Rev. Edw. Owen, M A.; Wnrringtou, 1779. A Charge delivered 
to the Clergy in the Diocese of Chester, in 1814, by Geo. H. Law, D.D., Bishop; 
Chester, 1814. Assize Sermon preached at York, by the Rev. John Vause, M.A.; 
Liverpool, 1811. Commencement Sermon at Cambridge, by Law, Prebendary 
of Carlisle, July 1, 1804. Charge delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of 
Chester at the primary Visitation, 1825, by C. J. Blomiield, D.D., Bishop; 
London, ]8'i5. Remarks on Mr. Lancaster's System of Education, by William 
Fell, Teacher, Warrington ; London, 1811. Pastoral Thoughts on the Aspect 
of the Times, in four Sermons, preached at St. George's, Everton, by the 
Bev. P. Buddicom, M.A., F.S.A.; London, 1830. Three Sermons on Article 
xvii of the Church of England by the Revi Edward Hull, M.A.; Liverpool, 
1821. A Sermon preached at Wigan Church, and published by request; 
Liverpool, 1753.

Dr. Flume exhibited a gutta percha impression of a leaden seal, found at Nantnich, 
in Cheshire, in May last. The original was about six feet beneath the surface of the 
Crown Inn yard. It is now in the possession of Mr. H. Ecroyd Smith, author of the 
Reliquiae Isurianoe. The legend is SIGILL SIMOSIS FIL BAN (ulfi).

Dr. Hume also drew the attention of the Society to some numbers of the Illustrated 
S</dney News, which seemed to have been of great interest us an exposition of Colonial 
life. The 90th and concluding number contained three Australian scenes, and four 
illustrations of native Zoology.

An ancient vase was handed round for inspection, the property of Valentine Bird, 
M.D., of Seacombe. It was found in South America, in the excavations for the Lima 
and Ariea Railway, aud contained human bones hi a state of great preservation.

Mr. Mayer exhibited an elaborately-made Tea Caddy of the usual form, but very 
large. The ground work is wood, over which is laid in mosaic work a variety of 
patterns in squares and stars, and amongst the rest are masonic emblems the level, 
rule, compasses, pillars, sun, moon, &c. On the panel in the front are two subjects 
in engraving from copper plates, one representing the fable of the bundle of sticks, 
and the other a jolly looking landlord, whose appearance shews that he has paid 
attention to creature comforts, some of which surround him, whilst he is very 
anxiously watching the tap of a large hogshead of ale which is running into one of 
the brown jugs of the day. The whole of the ornaments are composed of pottery 
work, and display great ingenuity in the adjustment of the pieces and the arrangement 
of the colours. Probably all which were then known are displayed; they thus shew in 
an interesting manner the state of the manufacture of earthenware in Liverpool 
about 1780.

Mr. Mayer also exhibited an Ivory Comb measuring 7 inches long by 5} broad. 
It is of the usual form, of the large mediaeval specimens preserved in the cabinets of
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antiquaries. The teeth are placed ou each siile, and are 1| inch long; those on one 
sule fire extremely heavy and thick. .At each end of the teeth are compartments tilled 
with scrolls and flowers. Extending the whole length of the centres arc two subjects 
in high relief, one of them representing a hunting scene, and the other a hawking 
scene. From the costumes it is thought to have been made about the period of Mary 
Queen of Scots.

Mr. Gray exhibited a copy of Hogg's Queen's Wake, which had been pre 
sented by the author to his nephew, Mr. James Gray. It was interesting from 
containing in the margin an autograph key to the modern poets, indicated under the 
bardic titles.* Mr. Gray exhibited with this, the Album of Miss M. A. Browne, (the 
late Mrs. James Gray), containing original poems and drawings of great interest; also 
a volume of MS. letters from the various literary persons with whom she had been 
in correspondence, including many from Miss Mitford, Mrs. Hofland, &c.

* This was the edition of 1822, which contained numerous additions to the original Poem. 
The following are the principal persons indicated, and the respective descriptions of them : 

let Bard D ATI D RIZZIO.
" The stranger youth, 

The gaudy minstrel of the south, 
Whose glossy eye and lady form 
Had never brav'd the northern storm,"

flth Bard Mr. WM. TENNANT, Author of " Anster Fair," afterwards Professor in the 
University of St. Andrews,

" The Eighth was from the Leven coast"
" Mounted tho Bard of Fyfe on high, 

Bushy his heard and wild his eye ; 
His check was furrowed by the gale."

* * * *
" Calm and benignant as a child, 

Yet spoke to all that viewed him nigh; 
That more was there than met the eye." 

9th Bard PROFESSOR WILSON.
" His locks wore fair as sunny eky, 

His cheek was ruddy, bright bis eye, 
His speech was like the music's voice 
Mix ml with the cataract's swaying noise ; 
His harp strings sounded wild and deep, 
With lulling swell and lordly sweep."

loth Bard "The Author, JAMES Hooo."
" The Bard on Ettrick's moiintain-green 

In nature's bosom nursed had been."
15th Bard "The Bev. JAMES GRAY, afterwards my brother-iu law. J. H."

" The next was bred on southern shore,
Beneath the mists of Lammermore.

# * * *
Well toned his voice of wars to sing,
His hair was dark as raven's wing;
His eye an intellectual lauce
No heart could bear its searching glance;
But every Bard to him was dear,
His heart was kind, his soul sincere."

10th Bard "ALLAN CUNNINGHAM."
" The next was from a western vale, 

Where Nith winds slowly down the dal« ; 
Where play the waves o'er golden grain, 
Like mimic billows of the main. 
Of the old elm bis harp was made, 
That bent o'er Cludeu's loneliest shade.

That Harp could make tho matron stare, 
Bristle the peasant's hoary hair, 
Make patriot breasts with ardour glow, 
And warrior pant to meet the foe."
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Mr. Mayer read the following transcript of a letter, the original of which is in the 
possession of J. Y. Akerman, Esq., Sec. S.A. It was written by Comet Pease to his 
brother-in-law, Captain Adam Baynes, of the Parliamentary Army. The brother 
Eichard mentioned in the postscript, was a Captain Richard Pease, also a Roundhead 
officer. The letter alludes to the unfortunate termination of Sir George Booth's rising 
in favour of Charles II.
Dr. S r.

I suppose ere this you have an ace* of the the (sic) great victory obtained with 
little bloodshed upon Friday last. This day Chester was surrendered to my 
Lord Lambert without any tennes but his own, some of the enimyes horse went 
hence last night and this morning to the number of 300 to chirt castle in Wales 
under the comand of S 1: Thomas Middletou, the owner of it, to which place our 
Troope and 3 more of my Ld; Begim* & some foote are march? this afternoone, 
tomorrow god willing I purpose to be with them, they by this night at Bixnm. 
L<f Kilmurrey, S; Will. Neale and many other persons of quality are taken, I 
desire you will please to prsent my choyce respects to all your sweet babyes and 
my dear sister & all friends & accept the same yourselfe

Frm
S'.

Your most affectio: & obliged Brother
J. PEASE. 

Chester, Aug. 35. 1059.
S!

D^ Devevier* is here and presents his respects to you and yo  pray remember 
me to Bro. Eichard and his wife if they be in towne.

Mr. Gray exhibited an interesting portrait of Milton, apparently of the date 1650 to 
1670, painted within the separable sides of a Spanish dollar.

In illustration of his Paper to be read, Mr. Stonehouse exhibited a view of Dalton 
Castle, and a plan of the Pile of Fouldrey. Mr. H. Johnson also exhibited specimens 
of Iron Ore from Cleator, near Whitehaven.

The Secretary announced that a room had been taken for the reception of the 
Society's Library aiid Museum, at No. 57, Eanelagh Street.

The following Paper was then read : 

A DAY m Low FUKNESS. (Abridged.) By James Slonehouse.
The districts of High and Low Furness abound with objects of interest, in which 

the antiquarian, the geologist, the botanist, and the artist, would delight. Low Furness 
is bounded by High Furness on the north, by the Leven river and Morecambe Bay on 
the east, by the Irish Sea on the south, and by the Duddon river on the west. The 
boundary line between High and Low Furness may be drawn from Aldinghnm on the 
Leven to Kirkby Ireleth on the Duddon. Furness was conquered by Agricola in his 
second campaign, A.D. 79, and it is said that lit Dalton there was a Roman Station. 
The Romans made a road through Furness, remains of which were first discovered in 
March, 1774, near Mountbarrow House, and under Bardsea park wall another portion 
of it was found. In 1813, an ancient road, paved with large stones, was met with at 
the head of Goldmire. It would seem, therefore, that the Romans entered Furness by 
Conishead, whence their road proceeded to Thornwest, through Streetgate, to the place 
where it joins the new turnpike road to Ulverstone. Hence its direction is by Lindell 
to Dalton. At the cross at Dalton it turns up Scalegate to Duddon Sands.

After the Romans, the Britons occupied the country; the Danes succeeded, aa the 
numerous Danish words still prevalent in the vicinity shew. Next the Saxons, 
who were followed by the Normans. Though the name of Furness is not men 
tioned in Doomsday Survey, yet numerous places in it are set down, as well as the owners

* Some loiters of this individual will be found in the Proceedings of the Society of Autiquailes,



of lauds, and the extent of territory held by each. It was in a highly cultivated state, 
as the Survey states that sixty ploughs were owned by the chieftains and their tenants.

We first visit Waluey Island, about ten miles long by one in breadth. It contains 
two hamlets, North Scale and Bigger, and between them is a small Chapel of Ease to 
Dalton. At Bigger there is an ancient dike, constructed originally by the monks of 
Furness, wilh great care, to ward off the sea. It is a mile in length, with a foot walk 
on the top. There are other dikes, which the islanders are obliged to keep in repair, 
as they hold their lands on the condition that if any are destroyed by the sea, the 
remainder must pay the rent of those which have disappeared, as well as theii own. 
The sea broke over iu 1774, and in 1798, and occasionally since. About fifty years 
ago, some curiously shaped cannons and other war implements were discovered, cast 
on the island probably from a wreck, in the time of Bichard If.

There is a revolving light on the south end of the island. From Walney we proceed 
to Fouldrey, where is the fortress known as the Pile of Fouldrey Castle, constructed 
(Camden) about 1327, as a refuge for the monks of Furness in time of need. The 
published views of this ruin do not convey the best idea of what it is like. Fouldrey 
island has to a great extent been washed away. The castle covered about three acres, 
and consisted of a keep or central tower, an inner wall, a mont, now nearly filled up 
through lapse of time, and an outer wall. Tue ruins are curious, and deserve a detailed 
examination. Lambert Simnel landed here in 1487, and proceeded thence to Swurth- 
moor and Cartmel, whence he marched to Stoke-on-Trent. Of the Furness gentry he was 
joined by Sir Thomas Broughton, who was killed in the battle, or disappeared. Mr. Roby 
founds a story on this circumstance in his " Traditions of Lancashire." From the 
Pile of Fouldrey we proceed to Furness Abbey, which is four miles distant from the 
railway station on Eoe Island. The ruins are said to stand ou sixty-five acres of 
ground, and are situated in a glen called Beckansgill, or the glcu of the deadly night 
shade. The abbey, dedicated to St. Mary, was founded on the nones of July, 1127, 
by Cistercian monks, with Ewan, their first abbot. It was second in importance only 
to Fountains in Studley Park. At the dissolution in 1537, it had a revenue of A'805 
16s. 5d., exclusive of the woods, pastures, fisheries, saltworks, mills, &c. Its hospitality 
was great, and education was not neglected. Of the church there are remains of the 
chancel and vestry, the north and south aisles, the lofty arches of the nave, and Ilia 
belfry or western tower, from the top of which there is a fine view of the surrounding 
country. The sedilia, carved, as it is supposed, by Italian artists, form some of the 
finest specimens extant in freestone. Our space does not admit a more detailed notice 
of this splendid ruin.

Dalton Castle, distant from the abbey about a mile and a half, was erected by the 
Furness abbots for defence and for civil purposes. It is a square block of building, 
and its walls are six feet thick. In front of it the market was held till it was removed 
to Ulverstone. Dalton is supposed to have been a Roman station, but the examination 
of a mound near the church did not lead to any results. Some copper weapons, probably 
celts, were discovered in the vicinity many years ago ; and in 1804, a coin Inscribed with 
the word SOL in Roman characters on each side. In 1799, in sinking a shaft for iron 
ore near Dalton, there was found at the depth of thirty feet, the trunk of a large oak tree, 
which had assumed the colour of ebony. The church bears date about the fifteenth 
century. In it there is a large stone font, curiously carved, which was brought from 
the abbey. Mention is made in the " Taller " of a great festival at this place, at which 
a great hunt took place on the morning, and a grand ball of the neighbouring gentry in 
the evening.

From Dalton we proceed to Lindell, where are extensive iron mines, some of which 
have been worked for centuries. The Romans were acquainted with the fine iron ore of 
this district, some of which yields 75 per cent, of iron. The Britons, Saxons, &c., 
in their turn knew their value, and the abbots of Furuess Abbey had the sole manage 
ment and profits of the mines. At Lindell Moor, on the 28th Sept., 1613, the king's 
forces were beaten by the parliamentarians.

From Lindell we proceed eastward to Urswick, which consists of Little and Great 
Urswick. At the former is a curious place called the Stone Walls, situated in some
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fields at the back of the Swan public house opposite the post-office. Large quantities 
of stones are found in several fields, lying scattered about, and preserving now but 
little of their original condition. It is difficult to trace the plan of the structures that 
may have existed in bygone days. Are they druidical remains ? Are they the remnants 
of some Sistuntian village ? Or some temple of a primitive race ?

Urswick Church is a small edifice, erected about fifty years after the Conquest, and 
is dedicated to St. Mary-in-the-Field. On the western side there is u much mutilated 
figure of the virgin and child. The bell bears an inscription to the effect that it was 
the gift of William de Hnrrington and his lady Margaret. The interior of the church 
has been lately decorated. Stained glass windows have been put in the eastern end 
and southern side, and encaustic tiles placed in the chancel. The monks of Furness 
owned the advowson before the demolition of the monastery. In 1774 a curious copper 
vessel, weighing three pounds two ounces, was found near the church, and in 171)8 a 
silver coin of Otho.

From Urswick we proceed to Birkrigg, a moorland overlookiug Morecambe Bay the 
village of Hard sea stands at its base. From the most elevated point of Birkrigg a most 
extensive view may be had, embracing the Isle of Man, Cumberland, Westmorland, 
and the mountains of Lancashire. The moor is scattered all over with stones of every 
size and shape, presenting a most singular appearance. Are not these stones the 
remains of some town of yore, whose name and inhabitants have been forgotten?

At Aldingham there is a curious remnant of antiquity, viz., a mound and ditch and an 
enclosure. The mound, which is about thirty feet high is to a considerable extent 
washed away by the sea. It has been considered to be the mote hill, or place of 
assembly of the lords of Aldingham. It is said that AldingUam Church stood in the 
centre of the village at the conquest, and that the encroachments of the sea have left 
it in its present position, and several villages in its vicinity are supposed to have been 
swallowed up in the sea. Proceeding southward we approach the ruins of Gleastou 
Castle, the residence and fortress of the lords of Aldiugham. In the beginning of Mary's 
reign it belonged to the Duke of Suffolk, father of Lady Jane Grey. It well deserves 
a visit by the antiquary. The way back to Pile Harbour presents no object worthy of 
much note, except the picturesque village of Leece scattered round u large tarn.

13th December, 1855. LITEEARY SECTION. 

J. T. DANSON, F.S.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Members of the Society : 

H. C. Barton, Esq., Fishergale, Preston; and F. Steiner, Esq., Hyndburn, 
Accrington.

James Aspinall Tobin, Esq., late Mayor of Liverpool, having signified his wish to 
remain a Member of the Society, was enrolled without election or entrance fee, in 
accordance with Law xiii.

The following Donations were laid upon the table: 

From the Society. Transactions of the Philological Society, volumes i, n, lit, 
jv, v, and vj; Transactions eleven parts, for 1854; Transactions, parts 1 to 
6, for 1855. Appendix, containing List of Members, Laws, &c. ; Dictionary 
of the Dakota Language, in two parts, 1st English, Circassian, Turkish; 
2nd Circassian, English, Turkish, with a preface, and a table of the alphabet 
adopted to express the Adee-Ghey language.

From the Society. Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Man 
chester, vol. xii, ("second series), 1855.
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From W. B. D. D. Turnbnll, Esq., Hon. Mem. Several copies of an Essay on
Ships' Compasses, by Thomas Allan, C.E., London. 

From the Abbe Cochet. Notice Biographique sur M. Nell de Breaute, Couseiller
General de la Seine Inferieure. 

From Charles Roach Smith, F.S.A. Duplicate of the Abbe Cochet's Memoir of
M. Nell de Breaute.

Mr. Marsh exhibited several Autographs, lent for the purpose by Mr. Jones, of 
Nantwich. They were (1) Two Reprieves, signed by Charles I; (2) A State Docu 
ment, bearing the signature of Sir Walter Raleigh ; (3) A Warrant uuder the hand of 
the lord keeper William, Bishop of Lincoln, the Earl of Arundel and Surrey, Viscount 
Conway, Sir Thomas Edwardes, Sir John Suckling, Sir John Coke, and Sir Kichard 
Weston, directed to Bridgeman, Bishop of Chester, whose signature is endorsed, 
relating to a Popish conspiracy in the year 1625 ; (4) A Letter from Lady Elntton, 
widow of Edward Coke, to Sir Randolph Crew, requesting his arbitration in a dispute 
between herself and her late husband's executors.

Dr. Hume exhibited a pair of Wedgwood Cameos, belonging to a gentleman in 
Seaeombe, representing Josiab. Wedgwood and his Wife.

The Chairman announced the death of Joseph Brooks Yates, Esq., F.S.A., F.R.G.S., 
who for more than forty years had been in some way connected with the progress of 
Literature and Science in this neighbourhood. He thought the Society might with 
great propriety put upon record, tlieir sense of his loss.

Another member, at the request of the Chairman, stated some facts* respecting 
Mr. Yates's connection with the local literature.

It was then moved by Thomas Sansom, A.L.S., seconded by the Rev. Thomas 
Moore, M.A., and resolved 

That this Society learns, with deep regret, the death of Joseph Brooks Tales, Esq., 
and takes this the first opportunity that presents itself, to express on behalf of 
its members, tbe deep sense of his services to the Literature and Science of the 
district, a feeling wtich they possess in common with all who are or have been 
connected with those pursuits.

The Secretary was directed to forward a copy of this resolution to the family of the
deceased gentleman.

The following Paper was then read: 
THE ENGLISH Poon LAW SYSTEM, VIEWED IN DELATION TO EDUCATION AND 

MOBALS ; By the Rev. Thomas Moore, M.A.'t

20lh December, 1855. SCIENTIFIC SECTION. 

HENBT DAWSON, Esq., in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Members of the Society : 
William Dobson, Esq., Chronicle Office, Preston.
George Grazebrook, Esq., 40, Canning Street.
The Uev. P. B. Robin, M.A., Barnston, Cheshire.
William Turner, Juu., Esq., Storeton House, Storeton, Cheshire.

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Society. Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Man 
chester, vol. xi, (second series), 1854.

* Sec Gentleman's Maptuino for Jimuury, 1H5R. 
t Transactions, i>. 1W-



From the Society. Sixteenth Annual Report of the Royal Botanical Society, 18S5. 
From the Mayor of Manchester. Third Annual Report to the Council of the City 

of Manchester, of the working of the Manchester Free Library.
From Thomas T. Wilkinson, F R.A.S. The British Oracle; being dissertations 

on Philosophy and Mathematics, volume i, 1769. The Lady's and Gentle 
man's Diary for 1855.

From John Rooke, Esq., of Akehead, Wigton, Cumberland. Geology of the Lake 
District. Tables of Proportional Results of Variable sums of Bank Notes 
on the relative Price of Wheat.

Mr. Sansom exhibited a specimen of Spharia Robertsi (Hook), a plnnt-shaped 
parasite of the caterpillar. Also PTepialus Virescens (Doubleday), a New Zealand moth.

Mr. Sansom also exhibited several Diagrams illustrative of his Paper.
Dr. Hume laid before the meeting a selection of thirty-two Medallions and Seals, 

from a large collection in the possession of Mr. James Coey. The collection, consisting 
of more than 600 in all, illustrates the Roman Emperors, the reign of Napoleon I, 
the Kings of France, the Kings and Queens of England, ancient Philosophers, and 
allegorical subjects.

Mr. Jacob exhibited a large Yataghan, the scabbard being silver, and the hilt ivory 
inlaid with silver. The blade was of pure Damascus work.

The following Papers were then read :  

OH A FUNGOID DISEASE AFFECTING THE PEAK TREE. By Thomas Sansom, Esq.*
GENERAL REMARKS on THE NATDBAL HISTORY OF THE SHOHKS OF THE MERSEY. 

By Uichard A. Tudor, Esq.
The author entered into the general appearance of the marine zoology of the neigh 

bourhood, giving notices of the habits of many of the species. The following are 
extracts: 

"A small cone-shaped tube is foun'l in great abundance on the sands near to the 
last tide-mark, formed in the most symmetric and architectural manner by grains of 
sand. These are agglutinated together by a secretion from the animal's own body. 
The inhabitant is a worm, (Pectinaria Belyica.} In the living state, it is buried 
in the sand; we find only the empty tube. There are other tubes frequently met 
with, about eight or ten inches, with a fimbriated extremity, and covered with fragments 
of shell, and particles of sand agglutinated by a visuid secretion from the animal's 
body. This is also the habitation of a marine worm (Terebella conchilega), but it is 
generally buried in the sand, out of harm's way, sometimes penetrating to a great 
depth. These animals are commonly found midway between the tide-marks.

" Suddenly, in the direction of low water, may be observed something in appearance 
like a puff of black smoke, which, if watched, will be as instantly changed into a white 
sheet, and again altered, for a moment, so as to be quite imuoticeable. These 
appearances and changes are produced by a large flock of marine birds, called Purre 
(Trinya Cinclus); and the change in appearance is caused by either thaback or breast 
feathers presenting themselves to the sun's light. This is effected in a wonderful 
manner by a simultaneous movement of the whole flock. Occasionally also may be 
seen the hooded crow (Corvus cornix), but only in the winter months. Not more 
than two or three at a time, rarely more, may be seen, and sometimes a solitary bird. 
They are migratory, and generally arrive with the woodcock.

" During the summer months the attention of the visitor is directed to a peculiar 
ocular deception, produced by the refractive condition of the atmosphere. When the 
tide is out, he observes, looking north, & mile or two distant, a very interesting 
panorama; the objects being much confused, and appearing ss if in a glassy lake,

* Transactions, p. 193.
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wlien in fact they are on dry ground. This deception is produced by the heat of the 
sun, exhausting the moisture from the sands, and forming quite a mirage. This 
frequently takes place in the sandy deserts of Arabia, deceiving the traveller when 
parched with thirst.

" In many patches, nearer to high water mark, on the shore, may be observed 
millions of worm casts. These are produced by the lob or lug-worm A few inches 
from the cast may iuvariably be seen a round hole, through which the animal came 
and fed while the tide covered the surface; and the cast is deposited after the 
nutritious portions have been extracted. These creatures are very much sought for 
by fishermen, and when first taken, they display the prismatic colours very beautifully 
by their movements. The rings of the head of this animal are very peculiarly con 
structed, forming a regular cone, which it has the power of drawing in and extending 
as circumstances require. In these localities the ripple marks, formed by the recent 
action of the water, present very beautiful appearances, and the shade produced by the 
varying altitude of the sun cnnnot but attract the attention of the observer. They 
partake of great similarity iu shape and character.

" On the sands at Little Brighton is found, in abundance, one of the beautiful tribe 
of beetles, (the Cicindela hybrida,) at all times welcome to the collector.

" On the surface of the loose sands, appearing as a dark powder, will be found 
Iserlne, a semi-metallii) substance. It is also found on the Cheshire side of the 
Mersey, and is highly magnetic. The lens being at hand, it is interesting to examine 
a few pinches of the dry sand, by transmitted light, on a little window glass."

3rd January, 1856. ARCHAEOLOGICAL SECTION. 

THE REV. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Members of the Society: 

' Thomas Bouch, Esq., 1, Oldhall Street. 
Thomas A. Welton, F.S.S., 147, Fenehurch Street, London. 
The Rev. Thomas Staniforth, Storra, Wiudermere.

The following Donations were laid upon the table: 

From the Society. Report presented to the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, at its 
15th General Meeting, May 14th, 1855.

From the Society. Proceedings and Transactions of the Kilkenny Archaeological 
Society, for May July and September, 1855.

From the Rev. J. S. Ilowson, M.A. First Annual Report of the Government 
School of Art, in connexion with the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool, 1850.

From the Society. Proceedings of the Numismatic Society, Session 1853-54. 
From the Archseological Institute. The Archasological Journal for Sept., 1855.
From the Society. Annuil Report, and Selection of Papers read before the 

Literary and Philosophical Society of Leicester since its formation, 1855.
From la Soeiete Archseologique de V Orleanais. Etude sur la Roman de la Hose 

par M. P. Huot, et Rapport par M. Mange du Bois des Entes, 1853.
From the Author. Rapport sur les Fouilles pratiquees en Village de Vieux, pen 

dant les annees 1852, '03, '54, par M. A. Charma.
From C. R. Smith, Esq. Discours prononce a la Seance publique, du 29 Aout 

1853 ; par M. J. Gamier, Dirccteur.
From Lor.l Londesborough. Miscellnnea Graphicn, No, 7,
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From Henry Johnson, Esq. Ail Act of Parliament temp. George II. (176-4), for 
making navigable the river called Sankey Brook, and for adjusting the measure 
of cool brought clown the said Brook, and sold within the town of Liverpool.

From the Eev. T. B. Ingham. A Sacred Poem, by W. Colton, Esq., B.A.

Dr. Hume exhibited three ancient parchments, relating to families and property in 
Cheshire and Flintshire. They formed part of a collection of similar documents, 09 in 
number, in his possession.

Mr. Mayer exhibited a gold torque and seven armillae recently found in Ireland. 
They were all of solid gold, and nearly pure. They were part of a " find," the value of 
which in gold only, was estimated at ;£l,200.

The Eev. W. B. Grensiile exhibited a silver spoon and four coins, recently found near 
Thnrland Castle, Lancashire; together with numerous gold and silver coins of the 
periods of the Edwards and Henries. Mr. Grenside also exhibited several rare and 
interesting medals in silver and bronze.

The 6rst portion of the following Paper was then read: 

ON THE STATE OF THE WESTERN POBTFON OF THE ANCIENT KINGDOM OF 
NORTHUMBERLAND, DCWN TO THE PERIOD OF THK NORMAN CONQUEST. By John 
Hodyson H'mdc, Esq.*

Wlh January, I8SO. LITEEAEY SECTION.

J. T. DANSON, ESQ., V.P., in the Chair. 

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Eoyal Asiatic Society. Journal of the Society, vol. xi. pnrt 1, 184!); vol. 
xii. pts. I and 2, 1849, '0(1; vol. xiii. pts. 1 and 2, 1801, '9:2; vol. xiv. pt. 1, 
1851; vol. xv. pts. 1 and 2, 1853, '50; vol. xvi. pt. 1, 1886.

A descriptive catalogue of the Historical MSS. in the Arabic and Persian 
languages, in the Library of the Eoyal Asiatic Society; compiled by W. II. 
Morley, M.R.A.S., 1854.

Essay on the Architecture of the Hindus, by Earn Baz, native judge in 
India, 4to., with 48 plates, 1834.

Vestiges of Assyria, being three large coloured maps, exhibiting (1) the 
Eemains of Ancient Nineveh, and the site of the modern Mosul; (2) Plans of 
Nimroud and Selamiyeh; (5!) the country included in the angle formed by 
the rivers Tigris and Upper Zah.

From J. T. Danson, Esq. Five Letters on Tenant Farming.
From George F. Wilson, F.R.S. New Process for obtaining Glycerine.

Mr. Mayer exhibited on behalf of Dr. Bell, of London, an early edition of Keynard 
the Fox, copiously illustrated with quaint woodcuts, and printed in the Low German 
dialect, in 10UO.

Mr. Sansom laid before the meeting a series of 28 photographs, the property of 
J. P. G. Smith, Esq. They represented various edifices, and views in the interior of 
Sebastopol. The most remarkable were a large view of the Church of St. Peter and 
St. Paul, the interior of tbc Malakhoff and Redan, the Docks, Barracks, &c. The whole 
were executed by Robertson of Constantinople.

* Transactions, p. 1.
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Mr. Jacob exhibited at the same time, the helmet and sword of a Russian soldier 
killed in the attack upon the Redan.

Mr. Marsh exhibited a stone celt or " toki" found among the Maoris of New Zealand.
Mr. Blackmore exhibited a medal, and made some inquiry respecting it, which had 

been sent by Mr. Lingard, of Eastham. It* was struck in 1689, on the flight of James II.
Mr. Percy M. Dove exhibited two MS. volumes of autograph letters, and copies 

of others, from distinguished persons, written during the last 70 or t*0 years. Among 
them were several original letters from Dr. Franklin, Bloomfield, Rogers, Misa 
Edgeworth, &c.

In connexion with this subject, Mr. Bloxam exhibited a copy of "Cicero de 
Senectute," printed and published at Philadelphia, in 1754, by Benjamin Franklin.

The following Paper waa then read: 

ON SOME UNPUBLISHED LETTEBS OF DR. FBANKHN. By Percy M, Dove, F.S.S., 
F.I.B.A.

Mr. Dove laid before the Society two large volumes of Autograph Letters and Scraps, 
which had been the property of the late Benjamin Vaughan, Esq. They contained 
several original letters from Dr. Franklin, all of them illustrating the published 
biography of that eminent man, and confirming the high opinion which the public have 
already formed of him. They did not of themselves, however, contain matter of suffi 
cient general interest, to require their publication.

The dates of the principal letters were October 4th, 1774; December 16th, 1774 ; 
May 5th, 1778 ; August 18th, 1788 ; and December 9th, 1788.

In connection with this subject, Mr. Dove furnished some information respecting the 
Vaughan family, with whom this literary correspondence had taken place. Benjamin, 
eminent as a scholar and philanthropist, was specially the friend of Franklin; and 
Priestley dedicated to him the first edition of his " Lectures on History." Some letters 
of his in the life of Beutharn, gave rise to an inquiry respecting him from Miss Edge- 
worth, contained ID the present collection. He was in Parliament for some time ; and 
in the negociations for peace between Great Britain and the United States, he was 
trusted by both parties. He afterwards settled in America; and we are indebted to him 
for the admirable Autobiography of Franklin. This is acknowledged in the Lifef 
itself; and is continued by the last of these letters of 9th December, 1788. Mr. 
Vaughan's publication of Franklin's " Political, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical 
Essays," in 1779, gave rise to a singular charge against Dr. Franklin, respecting the 
Parable on Persecution.J William Vaughan was a merchant in London, and the founder 
of the " London Provident Institution." He had turned his attention greatly to the 
subject of canals and docks, and is said to have written articles on those subjects for 
Eees's Encyclopaedia. He was intimately connected with literature and science during 
the greater part of his life. He settled finally in Philadelphia, where he died. Another 
brother, the Hon. Samuel Vaughan, was Assistant Judge and Member of Assembly in 
Jamaica. All the members of the family were long lived, in accordance with the theory 
that the vitality is expended in some families from generation to generation at an early 
age, say 50 to 60, while in others the members are equally hale at from 80 to 90.

* Obverye. The head of James with the inscription " Jacobus II. Britan. Rex. Fugitiv. Reverse 
An oak tree prostrated by the storm, ami beside it an orange tree in full bearing. Around " Pro 
glandibus aurea poma," and below "Postfugam regis delata regui administratio Frincipi anrea- 
zian. 1689. S.N." See Pictorial History of England, vol. iv. p. 29, where the inscription is 
incorrectly given.

+ "I am diligently employed in writing the History of my Life, to tbe doing of which the per 
suasions contained in your letter of January 31st, 1783, have not a little contributed." Franklin 
to Vmujhan, October Silk, 17W8.

t This " is one of the most curious topics in literary history. It has often been mado the 
foundation of a charge of plagiarism against Dr. Franklin, but as I think, without foundation. In 
its modern form, it was published by Lord Ktiiuies in 1774. Ho saya ' it waa communicated to me 
by Dr. Franklin, of Philadelphia,' but he does not say that I)r. Franklin claimed the authorship 
of it. It was, not long after, inserted in a small collection of Dr. Franklin's miscolliinooUM writings, 
published by Mr. JJ. Vaughan, {a gentleman recollected by Lord LuuNclownc), in London. Mr. 
Vaughan took it from Lord Raiines's work." Life uj the liei: Sydney Smith.
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nth January, 1858. SCIENTIFIC SECTION. 

THE EEV. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

The following Donations were laid upon the table: 

From the Geological Society (London). The Quarterly Journal of the Geological 
Society, vol. xi, 1855.

From the Geological Society (Dublin). Journal of the Society ; vol. i, parts 2, 3, 
and 4 (1834-38) ; vol. iii (1844-48); vol. iv (1849-51); vol. v, (1851-53); 
vol. vi, parts 1 and 2 (1854-55).

From the Society. Proceedings of the Eoyal Society, vol. vii., No. 10.
From the Society. Proceedings of the Essex Archaeological Society, vol. i. part 1.
From Mr. Heath. Explication des ouvrages de Peinture, Sculpture, &r:., &c., des 

Artistes vivants, Kstrangers et Fran9ais, au Palais des Beaux Arts. Paris, 
1855.

An Essay on the Credibility of the Existence of the Kraken, Sea-serpent, 
and other Sea Monsters. By Edward Heath, Esq.

Dr. Hume laid on the table two objects relating to the Bridgewater family. (I) A 
medal, now rave, commemorative of Francis Henry, the last Earl of Bridgewater, 
whose name is associated with the Bridgewater Treatises. (2) A halfpenny of the 
date 1703, the obverse bearing the arms of the Duke of Bridgewaier, and the motto  
"Success to Navigation," alluding to the Bridgewater Canal; the reverse the figure of 
a man carrying a burden, with the legend "Manchester Halfpenny."

Dr. Hume also directed attention to two interesting fragments of stone; the first 
a piece of sandstone, about three inches long, from near Delhi, which was perceptibly 
elastic to the touch; and the second, a sort of soapstone from North Wales, which the 
women of the locality are in the habit of eating in considerable quantities.

i
The second portion of the following paper was then read: 

ON THE STATE OF THE WESTERN PORTION OF THE ANCIENT KINGDOM OF NOBTHUM-
BEIILAND DOWN TO THB FEB1OD OF THE NoBMAN CONQUEST. By Juhn

Hinde, Esq.

7th February, 1850. ARCHAEOLOGICAL SECTION. 

THE EEV. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From la Societe Archsologique de 1'Orleanais. Memoires, tome iii. 1855.
Bulletin de la Societe, Nos. 1-15, (1851-53); Nos. 10-21, (1804-5.') ) 

From J. F. Marsh, Esq. Two plates for the illustration of his own paper.

It was also announced that a donation of four antique high-hacked oak chairs, and 
a small oak table, had been made to the Society, for its Library, by Mr. T. J. Paris.

Mr. Danson exhibited a tobacco-box of tortoise shell, handsomely mounted with 
silver, and bearing the crest and initinls^of its original owner; as a specimen of the 
description of box commonly carried by gentlemen about the middle of the last century.



Mr. Grazebrook drew attention to (lie prospectus of ft Roll of Cloyne of the 13th and 
14th centuries, about to be published in fac-simile with illustrations.

Mr. Jacob laid upon the table the following, procured by our army in the East. A 
book of prayers in Greek, for the use of the modern Greek Church, during the month of 
April; Venice, 1818. A similar book for the mouth of September; no date. History 
and description of the City of Jerusalem and of the Holy Places, folio; Venice, 1728. 
A Russian square medallion, used as a religious charm, and worn on the person, subject 
the Virgin and Child.

Mr. G. H. Berry placed before the Society a volume of antiquarian gleanings in the 
north of England.

Dr. Thorn drew attention to the subjects noticed in the following three volumes. A 
large declaration concerning the late tumults in Scotland, from their first originall; by 
the King. London, 1639. Recueil des Antiquites, Egyptiennes, Etrusques, Grecques 
et Romaines; Paris, 1752. A volume containing nine pamphlets, six of them of great 
local interest in Liverpool.

Mr. Marsh, in illustration of his paper for the evening, exhibited two drawings, viz., 
a view of the Grammar School, a shield of arms, &c; and a view of the master's house.

Mr. H. A. Bright exhibited an ancient and curious Sclavonic Prayer Book, taken at 
Kertch.

Mr. Bright exhibited a small green stone or perforated bead, with a white spiral snake 
curling round it. " The Welsh call these stones ' Glain Neidr,' or snake stones. They 
were worn by the different orders of bards, each having its appropriate colour; the 
blue belonging to the presiding bards, the white to the Druids, and the green to 
the Ovates. Those with the three colours blended were devoted to the use of the 
disciples. The notion of their rare virtues was universal in all places where the bardic 
religion was taught."

Mr. Bright drew attention to an autograph of the Empress Maria Theresa, written 
shortly before her death.

Dr. Hume placed before the meeting on the part of the Misses Cort, of Kirkby-in- 
Walton, four beautiful ivory carvings. The subjects were described as St. Dominic ; the 
scourging of Christ; Hercules and Omphale; and St. Sebastian.

The following Paper was then read : 

ON THE FOUNDATION AND HISTORY OF BOTELER'S FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL, AT 
WASHINGTON. By John F. Marsh, Esq.'

Uth February, 1850. LITERARY SECTION. 

J. T. DANSON, Esq., V. P., in the Chair.

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Smilhsonian Institution of the United States. Antiquities of Wisconsin, 
as surveyed and described by J. A. Lapham, C.E., for the American Antiquarian 
Society; 4to, Washington, 1855.

Eighth Annual Report of the Boards of Regents of the Smithsonian Institu 
tion ; 8vo, 1855.

Ninth Annual Report of Ditto, 1855.
Appendix; Publications of Learned Societies and Periodicals in the Library 

of the Smithsonian Institution ; part 1, to January 1st, 1855.

* Transactions, p. 51.
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From (lie Kditor. A Few Answers to tlie Arguments put forward by the Speakers 
nt the Orent Meeting in St. George's Hull, January :K), 18f)H, in Defence of the 
Sabbath : extracted trom the Liverpool Press. Liverpool and London. 8vo. 
3 copies.

From Mr. Genii, presented through Mr. Burke. The Humourist; a Comedy, by 
Thomas Shadwell: London, 1071. Dedicated to the Duchess of Newcastle, 
and bearing the autograph of Henry Duke of Newcastle, 1670.

Dr. Hume drew the attention of the Society to some beautiful maps, which are in 
course of publication. They are accompanied by pictorial and ethnological illustra 
tions ; and the political dependencies are beautifully grouped, when possible, round 
their respective centres.

The following paper was then read, viz: 

" ON THE ABEA AND POPULATION of THE MANCHESTER DISTRICT." By J, T. 
Danson, Esq., V. P.*

21st February, 1856. SCIENTIFIC SECTION. 

THE BET. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Society. Transactions of the Ashmolean Society, vol. i (wanting parts 
1 and 8, which are out of print) ; vol. ii.

From the British Association for the Advancement of Science. Twenty-fourth 
Annual Report Liverpool Meeting. 1855.

From Mr. Thomas Gray. Statistics of South Australia, for 1854, compiled from 
authentic official records in the Colonial Secretary's office, Adelaide.

Mr. Sansom mentioned that the arrangement of the Society's Herbarium was 
progressing, and submitted for exhibition a series of the rarer plants possessed by the 
Society.

Mr. C. S. Gregson exhibited four cases of British Lepidoptera, in illustration of his 
paper for the evening.

Mr. Moore, of the Derby Museum, laid before the Society three pairs of horns, of 
the Chiru, (Antilope (Pantholops,) Hodgsonii, Abel,) the so-called "Unicorn" of 
Thibet; also a pair of horns of the Prong Horn Antelope, of North America; and 
another pair, presenting some remarkable points of difference. These were described 
shortly before, by Dr. Gray, of the British Museum, as those of the Antelocapra 
Auteflexa, from this specimen, the only one yet obtained.

Mr. Moore read the following remarks, explanatory of these specimens :

ON A SUPPOSED NEW SPECIES OF PRONG-HOHNED ANTELOPE FROM NORTH AMERICA.

By Mr. Thomas J. Moore, of the Derby Museum.
The series of Mammalia in the Derby Museum, contains the head and horns of the 

remarkable Cabrit or Prong-horn Antelope of North America, and also a pair of horns 
similar in general character, but bent in an exactly opposite direction. I placed them 
in the hands of Dr. Gray of the British Museum; and after due consideration, they

* Transactions, p. 105.
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were described by him bifore the Zoological Society of London, as a probable new 
species, under the name of Anlihcapra anleflexn. As Dr. Gray's description is attached 
to the specimen now exhibited, it is unnecessary to repeat it here. I am in possession 
of no other information respecting it except a fact which I learned after placing the horns 
in Dr. Gray's hands, and that is, that both pairs of horns were obtained by Mr. Burke in 
North-West America, hut in what exact locality was not stated. The common species 
ranges from &3° North to the plains of Mexico and California, and is found in con 
siderable numbers on the banks of the Colombia and Saskatchewan rivers.

ON THE HOENS OF THE CHiBU, (AnlUope (Panlholops) Hodgsonii, Abel}, THE 
SO-CALLED UNICOBN OF THIBET. By Mr. Thomas J. Moore.

The reader of Hue's Travels in Tartary and Thibet is not a little astonished at the 
author's assertion, towards the close of his narrative, in recounting his return from 
Lha-Ssa, the capital of Thibet, of the veritable existence of the Unicorn. He says, 
" On the fourth day of our departure from Ghiamda, after having crossed a great lake 
on the ice, we stopped at the Station Atdza, a small village, the inhabitants of which 
cultivate a few acres of land, in a little valley encircled by mountains, the tops of which 
are covered with hollies and pines. The Chinese itinerary says, on the subject of the 
lake you see before your arrival at Atdza, ' The unicorn, a very curious animal, is 
found in the vicinity of this lake.'" M. Hue then goes on to say, "The unicorn, 
which has long been regarded as a fabulous creature, really exists in Thibet. You find 
it frequently represented in the sculptures and paintings of the Bucldhic temples. 
Even in China you often see it in the landscapes that ornament the inns of the northern 
provinces. The inhabitants of Atdza spoke of it without attaching to it any greater 
importance than to the other species of Antelopes which abound in their mountains. 
We have not been fortunate enough to see the unicorn during our travels in Upper 
Asia. But all we were there told about it, serves to confirm the curious details which 
M. Klaproth has published on this subject in the new ' Journal Asiatique,' and who 
states ' The unicorn of Thibet is called in the language of this country, Scrou.'" After 
some further desultory remarks, M. Hue goes on to say " Mr. Hodgson, an English 
resident in Nepo.nl, has at length achieved the possession of a unicorn, and has put 
beyond doubt the question relative to the existence of this species of antelope, called 
' tchirou,' in Southern Thibet, which borders on Nepaul. It is the same word with 
serou, only pronounced differently, according to the varying dialects of the North and 
of the South." Dr. Abel has proposed to give to the tchirou the systematic name of 
Antihpe Hodqsonii, after the name of the learned person who has placed its existence 
beyond a doubt.* Unfortunately M. Hue does not inform his readers that the antelope 
in question is possessed of a pair of horns like other antelopes, and that the so-called 
unicorns are at the most only such as have broken one off at the root by fighting !

Dr. William Hooker, in his " Himalayan Journals," vol. ii, pp. 157-8, gives a sketch 
of the head and horns in profile, and also a front view of the Chiru, and states that 
" The accompanying figures of the heads of the Chiru (Antilope Hodysonii) were 
sketched by Lieut. Maxwell (of the Bengal Artillery) from a pair brought to Dorjiling; 
it is the so-called unicorn of Thibet, and of MM. Hue and Gabet's narrative," a name 
which the Doctor thinks the profile no doubt suggested. Dr. Hooker saw them feeding 
on the short grass about the Cholamoo Lakes, which are 17,000 feet above the sea, in 
company with another antelope (the Procapra picticauda}, Hares, (Lepus oiostolus), 
Marmots, and tail-less Hares (Lagomys).

The only specimens of this animal which have reached England, are a male in the 
British Museum, a specimen in the East India Company's Museum, and a male and 
female formerly in that of the Zoological Society. These, and a few horns in the same 
museums, are the only remains of this rare species that have been imported, and have 
been chiefly obtained by B. H. Hodgson, Esq., the late British Resident at the Court 
of Nepaul, (mentioned ahove), to whose zeal is due most of the information obtained 
on the subject, and to whom zoologists are almost entirely indebted for their knowledge 
of the natural history of that country, and the discovery of some hundreds of new 
species of quadrupeds and birds.

* From the Illustrated Edition of Hue's Travels in Tartary, &c., translated by Wm. Hazlitt, 
forming part of the National Illustrated Library, London, 186-. Vol. 2, pp. 244-848.
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Such being the rarity of the Cliint, it is with great pleasure that I am enabled to 
exhibit to the meeting three pairs of horns, two of which were purchased, and one 
pair, with ihe chief purl of the cranium attached, presented by the East India Company 
in their recent magnificent donation to the Free Public Museum. This pair waa 
forwarded to the Company by Mr. Hodgson himself; and the following extracts are 
from various Papers forwarded by him from time to time to the Zoological Society as 
he became acquainted with the characters aud habits of the species, and printed in the 
Society's Proceedings.

This animal, the supposed unicorn of the Bhotians, was first described imperfectly 
by Dr. Abel (in the Edinburgh Journal of Science for 1827) from an injured skin, and 
the notes of Mr. Hodgson. Dr. Abel gave it the name of Antilope Hodgsouii; and it 
has subsequently been mentioned by M. Lesson as the Antilope Chiru, and by Major 
Hamilton Smith as the Antilope Kemas.

"In form the Cliiru antelope approaches the deer. Its limbs are long and slender, 
but not weak ; its neck is also rather elongated and slender ; its head tapers forwards, 
but is somewhat deficient in elegance on account of the nasal tufts, and of a rather 
unusual quantity of hair and bristles about the mouth and nose. The ears and tail 
are moderate, and devoid of any peculiarity; so likewise are the suborbital sinuses. 
The horns are exceedingly long, measuring in some individuals nearly two feet and a 
half. They are placed very forward ou the head, and may be popularly said to be 
erect and straight, although properly speaking they bend forwards and outwards, and 
become suddenly incurved towards their tips. These lalter are rather acute, and the 
horns near them become round; below they are laterally compressed, and are marked 
by a series of from fifteen to twenty rings, extending from the base to within six inches 
of the tip. On the lateral and dorsal surfaces of the horn these rings are little elevated, 
and present a wavy rather than a ridged appearance ; but on the frontal surface, they 
exhibit a succession of heavy, large ridges, with furrows between.

" Close to the outer margin of either nostril is a soft, fleshy, or rather skinny tumour 
or tuft, about the size and shape of the half of a domestic fowl's egg. These tufts 
appear to be peculiar to the C/tiru.

" In its double covering, the Chiru agrees with, all the hairy animals of Thibet, where 
not merely the goats and sheep, but the dogs, horses, and kine, possess an under fleece 
of soft fine wool. The hnir forming tiie external coat is about two inches long, and so 
closely set as to present to the touch an impression of solidity; it is straight, nearly 
erect, rather harsh, and feeble, being for the most part hollow like a quill. Grey blue 
is the general colour of the hair throughout nine-tenths of its extent from root to tip, 
as well as exclusively so of the wool beneath the hair. This radical and prevalent 
color is, however, but dimly seen through the external or superficial hues with which it 
is overlaid; hues which on the upper parts of the animal are fawn red, and on its 
under surface and the inside of its limbs are white. The shoulders are faintly marked 
by a tracing of color lighter than that of the surrounding parts. Down the front of all 
the legs runs a black line, reaching to the hoofs on the fore-legs, but to the knees only 
on the hind legs. The forehead is perfectly black, and a fringe of the same hue pro 
ceeding from the bottom of the frontal skin passes round the outsides of the nasal 
tofts. These tufts, as well as the rim surrounding them, are black; as are also the 
bristles of the mouth and lips ; the few hairs, however, which depend from the lower 
lip are white.

" Entire length of a fully grown young male 4 feet 2| inches height at shoulder 
2 feet 8 inches.

" The Chiru is highly gregarious, being usually found in herds of several scores 
and even hundreds. It is extremely wild, and unapproachable by man, to avoid whom 
it relies chiefly on its wariness and speed ; but though shy it is not timid, for if over 
taken it meets danger with a gallant bearing. An individual which was kept alive at 
the Presidency, though captured very young, was perfectly fearless, and could only be 
approached with caution. It is said by some to inhabit the plains of Thibet generally; 
while according to others it. is confined to those plains which are within sight of 
mountains, especially of the Hemachal mountains. It cannot bear even the moderate 
heats of the valley of Nepal, an individual belonging to the Lama of Dignrchee having
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died at the commencement of the hot season, when the maximum of temperature was 
only 80°, a temperature seldom reached for two hours a day, or for two days of that 
month, March.

" The Chiru is extremely addicted to the use of salt in the summer months, wbeu 
vast herds are often seen at some of the rock-salt beds which so much abound in 
Thibet. They are said to advance uuder the conduct of a leader, and to post sentinels 
around the beds before they attempt to feed." Sodyson in Proc. Zool. Soc. Land. 
1831, p. 52.

The nasal tumours which form so remarkable a peculiarity of the species, are stated 
by Mr. Hodgson, in a subsequent paper, " to consist of fine elastic skin and cartilage, 
similarly to the nostrils, immediately behind the posterior boundary of which they are 
situated, and into which they open freely, being, in fact, a prolongation backwards, and 
accessory dilatation of that reflection of the skin which lines the nostrils. Externally 
they present a round, firm, elastic swelling on each lip, well defined, and covered with 
hair like the adjoining parts; internally they constitute a sac, of capacity to contain a 
marble, lined with the same skin that lines the nostrils, and not communicating with 
the interior of the nose except by and through the ordinary nostrils, into which the 
sacs open forwards by a slit that will admit the finger to be passed into it; and thence 
all over the interior of the sac. These sacs are usually denied with mucus, secreted 
from the nose; and they seem to be nothing more than supplementary nostrils, designed 
to assist this exceedingly fleet animal in breathing when he is exerting all his speed, 
for the expansion of the nostrils opens them also, and their elasticity allows of their 
being dilated in the manner of the nostrils. There is no appearance, either external or 
on the bones of the faca, of the lachrymal sinuses." Id. 1833. p. 110.

" The female is hornless, and has two teats only ; she has no marks on the face or 
limbs, and is rather smaller than the male. The male has a large pouch at each groin, 
as in the Dorcas Gazelle ; that of the female is considerably smaller." In conclusion, 
Mr. Hodgson's opinion as to the position of the species in the system is, that "The 
Chiru with his bluff bristly nose, his intermaxillary pouches, and hollow-cored hovns," 
(the bony core of the horns having a large oval cavity, communicating by one clean 
canal wilh the frontal sinuses) " stands in some respects alone," and hence Mr. Hodgsou 
is disposed to suggest, that it should be regarded as representing " a new subgenus, to 
be termed Pantholops, the vulgar old name of the Unicorn. The habits and manners 
of the Chiru, his medial size, and his elegant vigorous form, ally him most to the 
dnlilopine and Gazelline groups, and equally to both." (Id. 1834, pp. 80-81.) This 
opinion is shared by Dr. Gray, who, in his last published arrangement of the Buminantia, 
(List of Ungulata Furcipeda in British Museum, 1852,) places the Chiru in the same 
subdivision as the Gazelles; under the amended title of Pantholops Hodgsonii.

Colonel Hamilton Smith remarks, " The species might still have remained unnoticed 
in the elevated wildernesses of Central Asia, if the people of the country had not 
asserted it to be the Unicorn, and since the specimen is produced, insisted that it is 
often found with only one horn. No doubt all the" Antelopes of this group " are liable 
to break one of their horns, when we consider their length, small diameter, and the 
vigour and courageous disposition of the animals." Griffith's Cuvier, 4, p. 198.

The following papers were then read:

ON THE LEPIDOPTEBOUS INSECTS OF THE DISTRICT ABOUND LIVERPOOL. By Charles 
Stuart Greyson, Esq.*

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF THE STCDY OF NATURAL HISTORY, IN OUR NATIONAL 
OR PEOPLE'S SCHOOLS. By Charles Stuart Gregson.

The introduction of Natural History more fully and formally into our National 
Schools, was strongly advocated ; though the writer gladly admitted that tbe principle

* Transactions, p. 163; continued from Transactions vii, p. 254. 
B
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had been already recognised in part; and he noticed several school treatises on the 
subject. His opinion was that ordinary schoolmasters and pupil teachers might easily 
be instructed in the principal branches of Natural History, so far as to initiate their 
pupils, and to enable them to prosecute individual departments with success, when 
taste and opportunity existed. Besides securing the young against the formation of 
vicious habits, such studies would add materially to their enjoyments, and might lead 
to still higher results in pointing them " from Nature up to Nature's God." But in a 
utilitarian age, it was of great importance to be able to shew that an acquaintance with 
natural products, animal vegetable and mineral, was useful to the man of business; 
and this the writer did by reviewing the daily occurrences in some of the ordinary 
occupations of life.

6th March, 1856. ARCHjEOLOGICAL SECTION. 

THE BET. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

Mr. Robert Daw, F.B.S.E., Comptroller of the Customs at Liverpool, and Mr. Charles 
llardwick, of Preston, were duly elected Members of the Society.

The following Donations were laid upon the table: 

From Gilbert J. French, Esq. Bibliotheoa Albinsoniana, a Book Catalogue.
From the Society. Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, volume xu, 

part 1.
From the Author. Sigilla Ecclesise Hibernicae Illustrate, by Richard Canlfield, 

B.A., parts 1 and 2.
From the Author. The Provident Institutions of the Working Classes; and 

Provident Institutions of the Working Classes, their Precarious Financial 
Condition; two tracts, by Charles Hardwick, Esq.

From the Editors. Two copies of a Paper entitled " Sabbath Defen3e," con 
taining the Report of a Public Meeting in defence of the Sabbath, held at 
St. George's Hall, 22nd January, 18S6.

From Thomas Moore, Sen., Esq. Report on the present state of the Navigation 
of the River Mersey, by George Evans, Capt. RN., Acting Conservator, 1836.

From William Kelly, Esq., Leicester. Three Wood Engravings, representing 
respectively Fragment of a Roman Pavement, Roman Milestone imperfect, 
and Roman Milestone restored.

From Dr. Keudrick. Various cuttings and slips, being cuttings of local Notes and 
Queries from the Warrington Guardian.

From Dr. Thorn. Printed Report of a Meeting of the Leicestershire Architectural 
and Archaeological Society, September 18th, 1855.

From Mr. Dunkin, of Dartford. The Archaeological Mine and New History of 
Kent, parts i-xx, also parts xxi, xxii, and Supplement.

From Mr. H. Ecroyd Smith. Roman Tesselated Pavements, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, 
from the grounds of Andrew Lawson, Esq., of Aldborough, Yorkshire.

Tesselated Pavement discovered in Jnry Wall Street, Leicester, in 1830 ; 
and another from the same town, discovered in High Cross Street, 1675.

Mr. Blaclsmore exhibited and explained four stone celts and two bronze spear heads. 
Of the former, two were found near Galway, one at Backton, in Cumberland, and one 
in New Zealand. Of the latter, the more perfect specimen was discovered in 185), in 
a bog at Leenane, Connemara, about six feet from the surface.
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Mr. Blackmore also drew attention to the formation of Irish pearls, and showed two 
from beside Oughterarde, with the mussel shells in which they were found. He also 
laid hefore the meeting two coins, one of Nero, found in cutting the caual from Lough 
Corrib to Galway Bay ; and two echini of unusual size and thickness, from the oyster 
beds on the coast of the County Clare.

Dr. Kendrick exhibited to the members an autograph letter of Linnseus, which had 
been addressed to Mrs. Anne Blackburne, of Orford, Warrington. It was dated Upsal, 
24th July, 1771. A printed translation of it was read.

Mr. Boult made some inquiries respecting localities on the estuary of the Mersey, 
and showed the manner in which they were laid down in a Chart which he exhibited. 
Its title is '  A Description of the Sea Coast of England and Wales, from Black-comb 
in Cumberland, to the Point of Linus in Anglesea, shewing the true situation of all 
the Headlands, Bays, Eoads, Harbours, Bivers, Creeks, Islands, Sands, Shoals, Depths 
of Water, Settings and Flowings of the Tides, Places where the Buoys, Beacons, &c. 
are fixed, with proper directions to avoid all dangers, and sail into any Harbour, Bay, 
Road, &c. on the said coast. Also many prospects of the same, correctly engraven on 
Copper Plates, in the charts belonging to this work ; with remarks on, and references 
to them in a new and useful manner. According to an actual survey thereof made in 
the years 1738 and 1737, By Samuel Fearon and John Eyes, Liverpool: Printed by 
Adam Sadler, for the Authors, 1738."

[On the Chart of Liverpool Bay is a memorandum as follows: " This new survey 
was taken and published in December 1755 as the act directs by John Eyes:" and 
" The plates altered by Jeremiah Evans Liverpool."]

Mr. Stonehouse exhibited water-colour drawings of various points in the neighbour 
hood, dated 1831; also a coloured engraving representing Liverpool from the Bock 
Perch in 1707. It was stated that several drawings are in circulation, copied from 
Herdman and others, but incorrectly represented to be original.

Mr. Lidderdale exhibited some works of the 17th century on Astrology and Palmistry.
Mr. Grazebrook showed a curious padlock made from a cannon ball, supposed to 

have belonged to the Spanish Armada.
Mr. Boardman exhibited, in illustration of his Paper to be read, a steel tobacco-box 

of the middle of last century; a set of Prince-of-Wales buttons, manufactured and 
worn in 176°,; an early umbrella, of about 1770; and a peculiar walking stick of the 
same date.

The Secretary announced, that the next Meeting of the Society would be held in the 
Grand Jury Boom, which would be fitted up specially for the occasion. A Paper by 
Dr. Julius Oppert, of Paris, would be read ; and on that occasion the attendance of 
ladies was invited.

A letter was read from Sir Philip Grey Egerton, Bart, dated February 18th, 1856, 
correcting some statements in Mr. Stonehouse's Paper on the Parish and Church of 
Over, in Cheshire.* The expressions criticised were the following: 

1. Mr. Stonehouse. "Oulton park and demesne were their [the Stavkies'l property."
Sir P. Egerton. " Now Oulton park and demesne are not in the parish of Over, but 

in the parish of Little Budworth, in which parish, to the best of my belief, the Starkies 
never possessed a single acre. They belonged to the Dones, who purchased them from 
the Eechetons, temp Edward IV, and came into the possession of my family, by the 
marriage of Elizabeth, heiress of Hugh Done, with John Egerton, who died 1st 
Richard III."

H. Mr. Stonehouse. " At Hugh Starkie's death in 1555, the estates [viz., Darley] 
same into possession of Oliver Starkey, an illegitimate son..... He dying without issue, 
the estates descended to his brother James."

» Vol. vii. p. 33*.
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Sir P. Egerton. " No authority is given for this statement. As far aa I have been 
able to ascertain, I do not believe that the estates were vested in Oliver, but that on the 
death of Hugh Starkie without legitimate issue, they passed to his brother James."

8. Mr. Stonehouse. " Either by litigation, or from other causes, the property passed 
into the hands of the Egertons."

Sit P. Egerton. " 1 am aware that this passage, and many others in the paper, are 
borrowed from Ormerod; but in so gigantic a labour as the compilation of a History 
of Cheshire, it cannot be otherwise than that inaccuracies must occur, and they are very 
frequent in all that relates to my family, in consequence, I believe, of the author not 
having had access to the documents containing the information he required. The 
ambiguity of expression in the passage quoted, proves that he knew nothing about the 
matter; and would, I should have imagined, have deterred any other from selecting 
such a passage for repetition. The facts are, that the Starkie estates came into the 
possession of the Egertons of Oulton, by regular sales and conveyance, from Henry 
Starkie to Sir Philip Egerton, Knt., in the reign of Charles II, as shown by deeds and 
documents in my possession."

Sir Philip forwarded with his remarks a tracing of a scrap of a Starkie pedigree, 
written apparently in 1695. It brings the family one generation lower than Ormerod's 
pedigree.

The following Paper was then read: 

TABLE TALK OF THE OLDEN TIME ; OB, LIVERPOOL A HUNDBED YEABS AGO. 
By James Boardman, Esq.*

Wth March, 1858. MISCELLANEOUS MEETING. 

J. T. DASSOS, F.S.S., V.P., in the Chair.

The Chairman, on announcing that the meeting was constituted, expressed on behalf 
of the Society, the pleasure which the members felt in welcoming ladies to one of their 
ordinary meetings. Special arrangements had been made for the purpose, and he 
hoped that the proceedings would be of a character to produce favourable and useful 
impressions. The order of business would be followed just as usual, so as to give a 
perfectly correct impression of the Society's mode of proceeding.

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Society. Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Man 
chester, second series, vols. n, in, iv, v, vu, (in two parts), Tin.

From Lord Londesborough. Miscellanea Graphica, No. 8.
From the Author. Manual of British Botany, by Charles Cardale Babington, M.A., 

F.R.S., F.G.S., third edition, 1851.
From the Author. An Account of the Presents received, and Expenses incurred, 

at the Wedding of Richard Foisted, of Albury, Esquire, and Elizabeth More, 
eldest daughter of William More, of Loseley, Esquire, in 1557, by John 
Evans, Esq., F.S.A., 1855. From the Archseologia, vol. xxxvi.

From the Author. Duplicate copy of Geology of the Lake District, by John 
Booke, Esq, of Akehead, Wigton, Cumberland.

From the Kev. Dr. Thorn. Nos. 10 and 14 of the Bambler, a Liverpool periodical.

Mr. Boardman exhibited a lady's work-box, inside of which was an inscription, 

* This paper has already been published, and ie sold in pamphlet form.
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stating that the cover of it was worked by Dorothy Peake, grand-daughter of the Rev. 
Charles Herle, Prolocutor of the Westminster Assembly of Divines in 1643. He wai 
Eector of Winwick from 1626 to 1662, when he was ejected for nonconformity.

A large number of illustrations of Assyrian and Babylonian objects were lent by the 
Bev. Dr. Baylee, of Birkenhead, and formed part of an interesting display on one side 
of the room.

Dr. Hunie called attention to a paragraph in L'dbbevilMs, ft French newspaper of 
7th March, 1886, in which Mr. Roach Smith's Museum of Antiquities is noticed The 
writer mentions that as it is interesting for the history of France, almost as much as 
for that of England, its purchase by the French Government would be desirable, or by 
one of the great towns of the Departments.

The following Paper was then read: 

ON BABYLON, AND on THE DISCOVERY or THE CUNEIFORM CHARACTER AND THI 
MODE or INTERPRETING THEM. By Dr. Julius Oppert, of Paris.*

3rd April, 1856. ARCHAEOLOGICAL SECTION. 

PETEE MACINTYRE, M.D., in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Members of the Society : 

The Venerable Archdeacon Jones, M.A., Waterloo. 
Joseph Hibbert, Esq., Brook Bank, Hyde, Cheshire.

John Pemberton Heywood, Esq., late High Sheriff of Lancashire, having signified 
his wish to continue in the Society, was enrolled without election or entrance fee, 
in accordance with Law xiii.

The following donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Society. Memoires de la Societe Archeeologiqne de Normandie, vol. x, 
part 4, (second series,) 4to, Paris, 1855.

Do., vol. i, (third series,) 4to, Paris, 1885.
From the Society. Transactions of the Ossianio Society, vol. i. The Battle of 

Gabhra, 1854.
From the Society. Bulletin de la Sooiete Archeeologique d'Orleanais, No. 22,1855.
From the Society. Original Papers published under the direction of the Committee 

of the Norfolk and Norwich Archteological Society, vol. v, part 1,1856.
From the Cambrian Archsological Association. Archeeologia Cambrensis, No. 5, 

(third series) January, 1856.
From the Author. The History of Leicester, from the time of the Romans to the

end of the 17th century. By James Thompson, Leicester, 1849. 
From Edward Heath, Esq. Local pamphlets, containing the following: 

Annual Reports of the Liverpool Ragged School Union, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 
6th, and 8th.

Annual Reports of the Liverpool Industrial Ragged Schools, Soho Street, 1st, 
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th.

Report of the Police Establishment, &c., 1854.
Financial Reform Tracts, (new series,) vii, viii, ix, xi, xiii, (1854, '68, '06.)
Liverpool and its Educational wants, by James Gillespie.

* Transactions, p. 93.
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Report of the Liverpool Borough Prison, 1853.
Heport of the Proceedings at a Special Meeting of the Liverpool Chamber of 

Commerce, on the Law of Partnership, 1854.
Hitchie's Address on Ragged Schools, to Young Men's Society, 1851. 
History of the origin of Ragged Schools, 1848.

From Thos. B. Ryder, Esq. Journal of the Manchester and Liverpool Agricultural 
Society, 1856.

From the Rev. W. B. Grenside, B.A. Two drawings of the Market House, Town 
Hall, Stone Stocks, aud base of the parish Cross : Hornby, Lancashire, made 
previous to their removal in 1801.

From Mr. Hermann. Two Lectures, by the Rev. Mr. Hart, on the History and 
Antiquities of Nantwich.

From Dr. Hume. Proof impression of a Portrait of Mr. Mayer, Honorary Curator, 
engraved by LeKeux, from a photograph.

From Charles Hardwick, Esq. Observations on the rate of Mortality and Sickness 
existing among Friendly Societies; by Henry Ratcliff, 1850. Appendix to do., 
1852.

From Alfred J. Dunkin, Esq. Archaeological Mine and History of Kent, Parts 
xxv, xxvi, xxvii.

From Dr. Kendrick. Two slips of Notes and Queries, from the Warrington 
Guardian.

From Alderman Brown, Preston. Portion of the upper stone of a Quern, obtained 
among the Roman Remains at Walton-le-Dale, Preston. Two fragments of 
Samian Ware, aud neck of an amphora, from do.

From Charles Hardwick, Esq. Roman Remains, from Walton-le-Dale, consisting 
of the following : 
Portion of the neck, handle, and sides of a large Roman amphora.
Portion of a flat tile, with flange.
Four balls of prepared clay, as used at the potteries.
Nine pieces of red Samian ware.
Seven pieces of dark ornamented pottery.
Three do. of white do., one of them the bottom of a mortarium, with quartz 

inserted to aid the frictiou.
Neck and three fragments of an ordinary red vessel.
Two molar teeth, and part of the jaw of a horse, found in connexion with the 

remains.
Two large iron nails, portion of a pewter vessel, and a piece of sheet lead.

In illustration of his paper, to be read, Mr. Hardwick exhibited a large number of 
objects, including the following: Enlarged map of the locality, including the town 
ship of Fishwick, and part of the parish of Walton; three drawings from the more 
interesting figures exhibited on the Samian ware ; drawing of Roman pottery of various 
kinds; drawings of numerous objects of interest in stone and metal; portions of a 
Roman quern ; fragments of Roman pottery: Roman coins, various ; part of a fibula, 
with ornaments in blue enamel; portion of a fine fibula, with red stone setting; &c., 
&c., as described in the paper.

The Rev. W. B. Grenside, B.A., exhibited a beautiful sword, dug up in Sherwood 
Forest, about 7 5 years ago, and formerly the property of Major Hayman Rooke. The 
hilt presented a specimen of elegant ivory carving.

Mr. Grenside also exhibited a portion of a silver fibula, with curious inscription on 
both sides. It was dug up at the Roman Station of Bremetonaeas, about three miles 
from Kirkby Lonsdale.

The Secretary announced that the Honorary Curator, Mr. Mayer, had offered to place
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his valuable collection, illustrative of Archaeology, Ethnology, and the Fine Arls, in the 
keeping of the Town Council, during pleasure; provided the Library and Museum 
Committee could find suitable accommodation for it.

The following Papers were then read: 

OK THE ROMAN REMAINS RECENTLY DISCOVERED AT WALTON-LE-DALE, NEAR 
PRESTON. By Charles Hardwick, Esq. *

MONUMENTAL BRASSES BOUND AT PRESTON. By William Dobson, Esq.
A few months ago, as a brass-founder (Mr. W. Holland) in Preston wus turning over 

a heap of old brass, with a view of transferring it to the melting pot, one piece having 
an antiquated look, and bearing upon it some marks, attracted his attention. He 
rescued it from its impending fate, and laid it aside. I obtained it from him, and after 
a little cleaning, easily deciphered the following inscription in plain Boman capitals, of 
which a rubbing is submitted: 

HERE   LYETH   INTERD   SEATH   BVSHELL   WOOLLEN   DRAPER 
BAYLIFE   AND   A   BROTHER   OF   PRESTON   DYING . THE   XV   OF 
SEPH   1623   AGED   S3   GAVE   VNTO   HIS   KINESFOOLKES   AND   GOD 
CHILDREN   IN   LEGACIES   VI C   Lt  ALSO   XX   LJ . TO   THE   POORE 
OF   THIS   TOWNE   FOR   EVER   THE   VSE|| -TO-BE   GIVEN   THE . SAID 
POORE   BY   THE   MAIOR   OR   HIS   DEPVTIE   AT   CHRISTs   &   EASTER 
4   L   TO   THE   POORE   OF   LEELAND   &   WALTON   AL   OVT   OF   HIS 
CHARITABLE   MINDE

The "Seath Bushell" whose benevolence is thus recorded, was buried within the 
Parish Church of Preston, and his interment is recorded in the parish register, next to 
one dated the 16th. of September, 1623, as follows : Sep. [sepultus, buried] Mr. Seth 
Bushell, eo: die [the same day.] He was, as stated in the inscription, a "brother of 
Preston," i.e., a member of the corporation, his signature as " Seathe Bushell" being 
affixed to some proceedings of that body in the corporation records, in the year 1612. 
After possessing myself of this plate, which Mr. Holland kindly placed in my hands, 
with a view to its restoration to the church, I made some enquiries as to the site of 
Mr. Bushell's grave, and felt anxious to obtain some particulars of one who had shewn 
such a desire to benefit not only his " kinesfoolkes," but the poor of his town and 
neighbourhood. I learned that when the works in connection with the rebuilding of 
our Parish Church were in progress (in 1851 and 1855), the workmen were told that if 
they met with any plates (meaning, no doubt, ordinary coffin plates) they were to bury 
them. Yet even an ancient coffin plate might have possessed some local, personal, or 
historical interest. It would have been wiser to have ordered that all should have been 
submitted to some one in authority, who might have examined them. The workman 
who met with this plate, which was affixed to ft gravestone about two feet below the then 
level of the church floor, knew that if a brass plate was of so little importance to a 
churchwarden, it would at least be worth something to a marine store dealer; so he got 
it removed and sold for old brass. In the progress of the work another workman met 
with a second brass upon the same gravestone, and this being disclosed in the presence 
of the parish sexton, some trouble was taken to obtain the former plate also, but of 
course without success. An inscription, " Spes altera vitse" [sic], cut in rude old 
English characters, was above the plates on the gravestone. When I made enquiries 
(in December last) a few months after the discovery, not a vestige of the stone could be 
found. It had been destroyed in the course of the work, but fortunately Mr. John 
Addison, of this town, who saw it soon after its discovery, had taken a rubbing of it, 
from which this copy has been made.

The two brasses are of equal size, nineteen inches by nine ; the one discovered last 
was placed lengthwise on the stone, with the other one crosswise below it. The former

* Transactions, p. 127. 
 f £600. * £20. II Interest.
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bears a rude representation of a person wearing a robe, probably a municipal robe of 
that era; for our councillors then wore gowns,and rules respecting their attire are in our 
corporation records. There is also the broad turned down collar seen in portraits of 
that date. Mr. Bushell, for I deem it to be intended for his effigies, has the close cut 
hair of the Roundhead of that age, as well as the moustache and " beard of formal cut" 
clearly defined.

Of his family connections I can give no authentic information. From the extent of 
his bequests to his " kinesfoolkes and god-children" I presume he was childless. A 
Seth Bushell, probably his nephew, was vicar of Preston. His signature as " Seth 
Bushell, D.D., and Vicar of Preston," appears several times in the minute book of the 
Select Vestry of the Parish, between 1671 and 1674. He was afterwards (1682-84) 
Vicar of Lancaster. It is not improbable that Dr. William Bushell, the benevolent 
founder of Goosuargh Hospital, near Preston, was of the same family. As respects the 
benefactions to the poor, recorded in the inscription, I can give no information. The 
Eeports of the Charity Commissioners say nothing about any of them, and the records 
of our corporation are silent as to any legacy to this town, although they contaiu notices 
of other charities. Like many others they have, in the lapse of ages, been lost sight of, 
or diverted from their original destination.

Notwithstanding the rudeness of these brasses, as works of art, the scarcity of such 
monumental records in the northern and western counties, and the benevolent intentions 
of the Lancashire worthy whom they were intended to commemorate, entitle them, I 
think, to a notice in the Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire Historic 
Society.

lQlh April, 1856. LITEEARY SECTION.

THOMAS SASSOM, Esq., in the Chair. 

The following Donations were laid upon the table.

From the Royal Irish Academy. Transactions of the Academy, vol. xxii, part I, 
Science; part 2, Literature. Proceedings, vol. vi, part 2 (J851-55.)

From Edward Clibborn, Esq. An Essay on the Probability of Saul, Beniah, 
Abishai, Jehoshaphat, Jonathan, &c., having been the Hycsos Rulers, called 
Salatis, Been, Apachnas, Apophis, &c., accompanied by a biographical and 
historical table.

From the Society. Transactions of the Philological Society; Nos. 12, 13, and 
14, for 1854.

From the Cambrian Archaeological Association. Arehaeologia Cambrensis, No. 6,
(third series) April, 1856.

From G. Mansfield Browne, Esq. Twelve coins of the Greek and Roman 
periods.

From Dr. Macintyre. View of the top of Bold Street, now undergoing alterations, 
and of St. Luke's Church.

Miss Lfimb, of Everton Road, forwarded for exhibition two small Indian figures 
carved out of soapstone. They had been forwarded by her late brother, Mr. Andrew 
Lamb. One represents the Hindoo Mars, seated on the back of a peacock; and the 
other his brother, a corpulent man, with four hands and an elephant's head. Miss 
Lamb also exhibited a silk purse, used as au envelope by persons of distinction in 
India. It is sewed inside, and the cord which fastens it at the mouth is enveloped 
in the seal.

The following paper was then read : 
On THE CHABACTEB OF HAMLET. By the Sev. Arthur Ramsay, M.A.*

* Transactions, p. 115.
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nih April, 1850. SCIENTIFIC SECTION. 

J. T. DANSON, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

The following Donations were laid upon the table: 

From the Society. Journal of the Geological Society, vols. v, vi, vii, viii, ix 
and x.

From the Society. Transactions of the Philological Society, Nos. 12 and 13 
for 1855.

From the Society. Journal of the Statistical Society, vol. viii, part 4, December,
1865.

From the Editor. The Poetical Works of William Drnmmoud, of Hawthornden, 
edited by W. B. D. D. Turnbull, Esq.; London, 1856.

From John Hartnup, Esq. Report of the Liverpool Observatory, for the year 1855.
From Mr. J. R. Isaac. A wooden platter, with a crowned figure in the centre, 

supported by two dolphins, and round the border birds and fruit.
A portion of two guns, fixed together, taken by Mr. Isaac from the fire 

at the Tower of London.

Thomas Wyndham Jones, Esq., of Nantwich, exhibited the following articles: 
The knife and fork of Mrs. Elizabeth Milton, mentioned in the inventory 

(vol. vii, p. 30*) as " a toter shell knife and fork, with sundry others." They are 
deposited in an oak case, made from the beam of a cottage in Nantwich, which 
was the inheritance of Humphrey Milton the elder and Humphrey Milton the 
younger, and adjoined a Baptist Chapel, in the yard of which Mrs. Milton was 
interred.

Skull of the Indian wild hog.
Helmet found in a field near Acton Church, Nantwich, the scene of a battle, 

temp. Charles I.
Portion of a chain-shot, found several feet below the surface in Nantwich, during 

an excavation for sewerage purposes.
A horse shoe, found at the same time and place.
An ancient steel box, which had belonged to a family in Cheshire.
An Oriental hookah stand.

Mr. Jones also exhibited the following ancient documents : (1) A warrant of Privy 
Seal, 23 Henry III, for letters patents to make Thomas Griffiths, Welshman, a 
denizen. (2) Grant from Edward, Prince of Wales, to Rhys ap Griffith of £id a-year, 
and also of 40 marks a-year, 48 Henry III, as Governor of Droslyn Castle.* (3) 
Grant from Edward, Prince of Wales, concerning Thomas Praers de Bertomlegh, 
(French) 9 Edward II. (4) Agreement by Philip de Somerville + with Edward his ' 
heir, on his conveyance of some manors in Staffordshire and Nottinghamshire. 11

* The origin of Droselan, otherwise Dryslyn, Castle, in Caernarvonshire, seems to be involved 
in great obscurity, although it is conjectured to have been built by the Princes of Dynevor for 
protecting their a'-ljacent possessions against the incursions of their enemies. Its ruins stand in 
a very bold situation; the view from which, over the beautiful vale of Towy, cannot be surpassed 
for variety and grandeur of scenery throughout South Wales. That brave English warrior, 
Nicholas, fourth Barou Stafford, in an expedition in which he was engaged (1287) against Sir Bese 
ap Griffith, Governor of that Fortress, (under the annexed royal appointment nearly 600 years 
old), was killed by the walls thereof falling upon him.

+ Sir Philip de Somerville, named in the accompanying ancient charter, was descended from 
Sir Gualter de Somerville, who came over to England with King William the Conqueror, which 
monarch bestowed on Sir Gualter very large possessions. In the reign of King Edward the Third 
Sir Philip held of the Earls of Lancaster, Lords of the house of Tatbury in Staffordstire, amongst 
other estates, the manor of Thicham, in that county, once celebrated for its singular flitch of 
bacon custom, like to that of Dunmow in Essex, recently revived by the exertions of Mr. 
Harrison Ainsworth.
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The Chairman read an extract from the Report of the Liverpool Observatory, to the 
effect that the Secretary of the British Association for the Advancement of Science had 
agreed to allow the use of its tables and plates to one of our local societies, in illus 
tration of the results of the Liverpool Anemometer. Proof impressions were laid ou 
the table.

The following papers were then read :  

ON THE MEANS OF TESTING MARINE METEOBOLOQJCAL INSTRUMENTS. By John 
Hartnup, Esq., V.P.*

RESULTS DEDUCED FBOM OBSERVATIONS TAKEN WITH THE SEI.F-REOISTEBING 
ASEMOMETEB AND HAIN-GAOGE, AT THE LlVEBPOOL OBSEBVATOBY, DtJBIBO 1882, 
'63, '54, '08. By John Hartnup, Esq., V.P. +

\,t May, 1886. AHCH.EOLOGICAL SECTION. 

THB BEV. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were duly elected members of the Society: 

Bev. H. Parr, M.A., Vicarge, Taunton. 
John Billington Booth, Esq., Preston.

The following Donations were laid upon the table : 

From the Society. Transactions of the Ossianic Society, vol. ii. The Festivities 
of the House of Conan of Clan Sliebh, in the County Clare ; Edited by 
Nicholas O'Kearney, Esq.

From the Society. Journal of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society. Nov., 1888 ; 
January, 1888.

From the Society. Memoires de la Societie des Antiquaires de 1' Quest; 1854. 
From the Society. Bulletin de la Societie Archaeologique de 1' Orleanais, No. 23.
From the Archaeological Institute. Journal of the Institute, No. 48, for December, 

18S8.
From the Royal Institution. Report of tUe Royal Institution for 1888. 
From the Free Public Library and Museum Committee. Catalogue of the Library, 

new edition, 1888.
From the Editor. A Catalogue (with the title pages in full, and illustrative 

extracts) of Books chained to an old case in St. Anne's Church, Turton, and 
of a similar collection at Gorton, bequeathed by Humphrey Cheihaui; 
Edited by Gilbert J. French, Corr. Mem. S. A. Scot, for the Chetham Society.

From Dr. Kendrick. Antiquarian Slips from the local Notes and Queries in the
Warrinyton Guardian. 

From Alfred Jon. Dunkin, Esq. Archaeological Mine, and History of Kent, parts
xxviii, xxix, xxx, xxxi.

From J. N. Crosse, Esq. Rubbing from an ancient brass in the Church of 
St. Mary, Bedcliffe, Bristol, exhibiting John Jay, alderman, his wife, six sons 
and eight daughters, 1480.

* Transactions, p. 100. + Transitions, p. 812.
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From Dr. Thorn. Two additional numbers of the Rambler; Liverpool, 1887. 
From an unknown donor. A religious notice, in the form of a play-bill, said to 

have been posted on the Surrey Theatre, by the Rev. Rowland Hill.

The Secretary laid upon the table a volume for which the Society had subscribed. 
"' luventoriuni Sepulchrale," an Account* of some Antiquities, dug up in the County of 
Kent, from 1757 to 1773. By the Key. Bryan Faussett. Edited from the original MSS. 
in the possession of Joseph Mayer, Esq., by C. Roach Smith, F.S.A., author of ' Collec 
tanea Aiitiquu,' 1850."

Dr. Hume exhibited two gutta-percha gilt seals, part of a collection which he had 
received from John Hopkins, jun., Esq., of Great Grimsby. The one was the com 
mon seal of Oswestry, containing a punning allusion to the name of the town ; the 
other was the Episcopal seal of Richard, [Fleming] Canon of Lincoln, and Bishop in 
1430.

Mr. McQuie laid upon the table an engraving showing the French Squadron, com 
manded by M. Thurot, lying at anchor in Ramsey Bay, after their capture by Elliot, 
28th February, 1700. Taken from the original painting by Richard Wright, and by him 
dedicated to the Mayor, Corporation, and Merchants of Liverpool.

Mr. Crosse exhibited a rubbing from a brass in the Church of St. Mary, Redcliffe, 
Bristol, representing the brother of Sir Thomas Mead, his wife and daughter, 1520.

The Rev. Thomas Moore exhibited a medallion temp, Charles I, the property of 
Mr. Gath.

The following Paper was then read: 

ON THE ETHNOLOGY OF SOUTH BRITAIN, AT THE EXTINCTION OF THE ROMAN 
GOVEKNMENT IN THE ISLAND.t By Tkomas Wright, M-A., F.S.A., tc.

Slh May, 1856. LITERARY SECTION. 

J. T. DAN SON, ESQ., V.P., in the Chair.

William Henderson, Esq., of Church street, was duly elected a member of the Society.
John Chapman, Esq., of Hill End, Mottram in Longdendale, late High Sheriff of 

Cheshire, having signified his wish to remain connected with the Society, was enrolled 
without election or entrance fee, in accordance with Law xiii.

The following Donations were laid upon the table: 

From the Society. Journal of the Statistical Society, vol. xix part 1, 1856.
From John Mather, Esq. Notes and Queries,} vols. xi and xii, 1855.
From David Lamb, Esq. Athenaeum, for 1855, in continuation of former donations.
From the Editor. Pamphlet on National paper money, as a legal tender in payment 

of debts and taxes, 1806.

Mr. Crosse, F.S.S., exhibited a snuff-box from the keel of the Golden Horse frigate, 
sunk by Van Tromp, in the Royal Naval Yard Chatham, 1666. It was found while 
excavating in 1824.

* This Volume is richly illustrated, with a portrait, map. woodcuts, and numerous plates, 
coloured and uncoloured.

+ Transactions, p. 141.
i In volume vii, p. 20* a previous Donation is announced as " five volumes." It should have 

been ten volumes, (i to x) for five years, (1880-54.)
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Mr. Croase also exhibited some Roman Coins of the early Emperors.
In illustration of a portion of Macauley's England, Mr. H. A. Bright exhibited two 

documents. (1) An Autograph proclamation of General Schomberg, dated Lisburn, 
1690, shortly before the Battle of the Boyne; (2) A Treasury warrant of William iii 
countersigned Stephen Fox; concerning the reimbursement of Robert Lord Lucas as to 
his expenses, "in sending down ten gentlemen (late prisoners in the Tower,) into 
Cheshire and Lancashire." These were, George* Lord Viscount Molyneux, Sir Thomas 
Clifton, Sir William Gerard, Sir Rowland Stanley, Sir Thomas Stanley, Peter Leigh of 
X>yme, Bartholomew Walmsley and William Dicconson, Esqrs.

Mr. Crosse read an extract from a letter, in allusion to the beautiful church of Fair- 
ford in Gloucestershire, the twenty-eight windows of which were fitted with stained 
glass, procured by John Tame, Esq., in 1198.

The following paper was then read:  '] '

ON THE RISE AND PBOQBBBS OF THE MAHUFACTUIUXG TOWNS OF LANOASHIBE AND 
CHXSHIBE.+ By David Buxton, Esq.

Uth May, 1856. SCIENTIFIC SECTION. 

BEV. DB. THOM, V.P., in the Chair.

The following Donations were laid upon the table: 

From the Society. Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. vii (Nos. 17, 18, 19, 20.) 
From the Society. Transactions of the Philological Society, Nos. vii, viii, ix, x, 

xi, 1855.
From the Society. Proceedings of the Aslnnolean Society, Oxford, 1855.
From Robert Rawlinson, C.E., F.G.S. Report of the General Board of Health on 

a Preliminary Inquiry respecting,
Southport, Lancashire, 1859. 
Camborne, Cornwall, 1855. 
Smethwick, Staffordshire, 1858. 
Ulverstone, Lancashire, 1855.

From the Author. Snr 1" Etablissement d 'une langue Universelle; Discours Pro- 
nonce a la Rentree Solennelle, des Facultes de 1' Academic de Caen. Par M. 
A. Charma, Professeur de Philosophic, &c., Paris 1858.

From Thomas G. Wedgwood, Esq. A volume entitled " Dr. Saeheverell's Tryall," 
consisting of five folio tracts, 1710.

From James Stonehouse, Esq. The Borough Fund of the Corporation of Liver 
pool, in account current with John Wybergh, Treasurer, for the years 1847, 
'48, '49, '50, '51, '53, '54, '55.

From William Dobson, Esq. Authentic Records of the Guild Merchant of Preston, 
in the year 1822, with an introduction by J. Wilcockson. Preston 1822.

From the Society. Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Nos. 1 and 8.
From the Society. Journal of the Geological Society of Dublin, vol. vii, parts 1 

and 2.
From the Editor. Songs and Carols, from a MS. in the British Museum, of the 

16th century. Edited for the Warton Club, by Thomas Wright, M.A., F.S.A., 
1856.

* Caryll [?] 
t Transactions, p. 199.
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From the Editor. The Farington Papers; edited for the Chetham Society, by 
Miss ffarington, 1856.

From the Committee of the late Church of England 'Institute. Parliamentary 
Papers, viz. Reports, 21 vols.; Journals of the Lords, 29 vols.; Journals of 
the Commons, 101 vols.; Miscellaneous, 13 ; Total 161 vols.

Mr. Crosse exhibited an ancient black letter Chronicle, containing details of English 
History from 1108 B.C. to 1578 A.D.; also Sylvanus Morgan on Geometry or Dialling, 
1052.

Mr. John Peacock, of Hough Green, Chester, exhibited a large number of Roman and 
other Antiquities from Chester, some of which had been found so recently as that very 
day. They embraced the following 

Fibulae found in Northgate street.
Ditto and Spear Head.
Thuribulum and Spoon.
Silver Coin of Vespasian.
Roman Tile, and part of another Tile, with the letters LEA npon it.
Portion of a Mortarium, with the words MARINUS FECIT.
Roman Stylus (supposed.)
Fibula, from Eastgate street.
Two small Vases.
Antefix, with the letters LEG. XX., and figure apparently of a boar rampant.
Gold Ring, with a Sapphire, from Northgate street.
Coin with inscription "Tetricus" (?)
Irish Farthing of Charles I.
Two Coins of Aurelius.
One supposed Abbey counter.

Mr. Poole exhibited a peculiar breech-loading rifle, self-cleaning, and capable of being 
fired 400 times in an hour. It is patented by Mr. Bectley.

The Secretary announced that the Excursion of the Society would take place on the 
24th of June, to Preston and neighbourhood.

The following papers were then read: 

THE ANCIENT GEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS, ILLUSTRATED FROM THE WHITINGS OF IHB 
LANCASHIRE GEOMETERS.t By Thos. T. Wilklnson, FM.A.8.

On SOME OF THE RECORDED CHANGES IN THE LIVERPOOL BAT, PREVIOUS TO THK 
YEAH 1800.J By Joseph Boult, Esq.

The author, amongst other illustrations, exhibited a chart upon which were laid 
down the lines of high and low water mark, for the years 1680, 1755, 1813, and 1847 ; 
from which it appeared that the coast line from the Rock point to Dove point receded in 
the first interval, but that the low waier line from the Rock point to Leasowe Castle 
advanced. Westwardly of the Red Noses the advance was considerable; on the other 
hand westward of the castle and in Hoylake, low water mark has receded. There are 
remarkable changes also on the north side of the Channels, the Burbo bank of Collins's 
survey being split up into several patches on Eyes's chart. In place of the shelf or bar 
stated by Collins to be all dry at low water, and extending from Dove spit to Burbo 
bank, Eyes gives a channel of from one and a half to seven fathoms deep.

The author then entered upon the subject of the coast at Wallasey Leasowes, and

  By the " Literary and Scientific Institutions Act," (17 and 18Vic. cap. 112,sec.30,)it is enacted 
that when auy Buch society is dissolved, its remaining property shall be handed over to some other 
eociety or societies, for the promotion of similar objects.

 f Transactions p. 75.
J The reading of this paper was omitted, owing to the lateness of the hour. The following i« 

an abstract.
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reviewed the evidence in favor of the received opinion that an ancient lighthouse existed 
there. He entered into the subject in considerable detail, quoting various writers and 
acts of parliament, and concluded that the so called old lighthouse must have been a 
shortlived twin brother of the patriarch who still holds his ground at Wallasey Leasowes, 
having no existence prior to 1761, and probably being defunct and washed away within 
a few years afterwards.

On the Eastern margin of the Bay considerable changes also had taken place, between 
the date of Collins's survey and the year 1800. The channel had moved nearly its own 
breadth, or 1200 yards westward. In the course of his investigations, the writer had 
stumbled upon traces of a village named Altmouth, situated at the junction of the 
river AH and the sea. This village is mentioned by Camden. Mr. Edward Littledale had 
politely afforded the opportunity of examining the records of the Alt commission in 
their printed volume. From these it appeared that formerly considerable apprehensions 
were experienced lest a portion of the locality might be inundated, in consequence of 
the shifting of the sandhills, which formed a secure barrier. Measures were therefore 
adopted to prevent the moving of the hills. Mr. Boult conjectured that the village had 
been deserted in some panic, or had possibly been overwhelmed by some sand drift, as 
at Nineveh, and so deserted and lost.

CONCLUDING ADDRESS. By J. T. Danson, F.8.S., r.P.

Gentlemen, called to address you on the close of an eighth session, I find the task as 
easy and agreeable as it is honorable. I have nothing to remind you of that is not pleasant 
to remember. We still prosper; and our prosperity exhibits all the condilions of a natural 
and permanent progression. It is alike removed from the zeal that leads to exhaustion 
and the indifference that augurs decay.

The Session has afforded us 20 meetings, and we have heard read and have discussed 
as many papers: some of them admirable alike in design and execution, and all of 
them worthy of the attention they have received. I shall make no effort to place 
these papers in the order of their respective merits. Where, as here, excellence is in 
any degree general, particular eulogy, awarded on the dictum of individual taste, 
might well be deemed invidious. Nor would I willingly move one step towards 
enduing the friendly competition hitherto so fruitful of good, with the meaner aspect 
of personal rivalry.

Their subjects have had relation, more or less distinct, to our three lines of study  
Archaeology, Literature, and Science - in proportions not very far from equal. Such 
difference as there is, however, affords some ground for the inference that Archaeology, 
our first chosen subject, is receiving least, and science, our last chosen, receiving most 
attention. In view of the care and skill constantly evinced by our honorary secretary 
in the arrangements for our meetings, this preponderance, slight as it is, can hardly be 
deemed accidental. And perhaps we should do well to receive it as a warning that, in 
proportion as our Society expands its operations, the topics most nearly allied in 
character with the interests of the passing moment are likely, if our archteological and 
literary members do not come to our rescue, to usurp an nndne share of our time. 
And it were surely not well that the hours we spend here, saved as for most of us 
they imist be from days of needful and unchosen labour, should be devoted, in 
anything more than their due proportion, to topics suggested by, or suggestive of, the 
very toil from which we here seek relaxation. Having myself aforetime been somewhat 
urgent in favor of our scientific section, it may the better become me to mark the earliest 
indication of any such tendency.

Touching more generally the results of the Session, I am conscious that I shall best 
interpret the sense of the Society in speaking with much modesty. All we have yet 
achieved must needs be dwarfed by comparison with what we have openly proposed, 
and do earnestly propose, yet to do. Thus much I may say that our numbers have 
been largely increased, and that, as the forthcoming volume of our Transactions will 
prove, the larger body has displayed a commensurate increase of activity and 
power.
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Tn our Archaeological Section, the earliest periods of British history hare received 
additional illustration from Mr. Hinde's paper on The Ancient History of Northum- 
bria, and Mr. Harwicke's on The Roman Remains at Walton-le-dale; and the 
mediaeval and modern periods, find able contributions in Mr. Marsh's Account of the 
Warrington Grammar School, Mr. Stonehouse's Day in Low Furness, and Mr 
Boarduian's Notes on Liverpool a Hundred Years ago.

The papers of the Literary Section have been even more various. Mr. Buxton on 
The Saxon Element in Poetic Composition, and Mr. Ramsay on The Character of 
Hamlet, have given to criticism the first place. We are also ,indebted to Mr. Buxton 
for an historical paper on The Rise of the Manufacturing Towns of our District, 
and to Mr. Moore for a practical and philosophical essay on The Poor-law System 
as it affects Education and Morals; while Mr. Dove's exhibition of, and comments 
on, some original letters of Dr. Franklin have contributed to render more vivid and 
more truthful our conceptions of the character of that great man. In the statistical  
the least inviting department of the Section, we have had two elaborate papers 
on the population of Liverpool and of the Manchester District.

The Scientific Section has received from Mr. Tudor some valuable Zoological 
Notes on the Banks of the Mersey; from Mr. Moore illustrations of several curious 
facts connected with mammalia; and from Mr. Gregson the continuation of a remarkable 
paper on The Lepidoptera of the Liverpool District. In microscopic botany, we are indebted 
to Mr. Sansom for a precise description of a fungoid disease in the pear. Mr. Hartnnp 
has favored us with an excellent practical description of the best marine meteorological 
instruments, and of the means of testing their accuracy a subject, the importance of 
which in this locality can hardly be over-estimated; and has also given to us the 
results obtained during four years, from the self-registering anemometer and rain gauge. 
And in two of the most important papers read during the Session, (those of 
Dr. Oppert, on The Cuneiform inscriptions of Ancient Babylon, and of Mr. Wright, 
on The Ethnology of Britain at the close of the Roman Period,) we have had 
gratifying evidence of the recognition of our labours by men to work in association 
with whom is itself au honor. Of the paper read this evening it were needless of me to 
say one word. It is before you and you have shown that you know all its value.

This enumeration cannot be made without some feeling of pride ; but it is of more 
importance to remark that there may unless I am much mistaken be gathered from the 
records of the closing Session evidence in no degree faint or doubtful that there is 
amongst us a very general disposition to use, and to seek to increase, our knowledge for 
purposes ever growing higher and wider as we advance a better, a more elevated, and 
a more just appreciation of the value of knowledge for its own sake, and of the very search 
for it us an ennobling means of mental discipline. To wish that this tendency may gather 
strength with every succeeding Session, and that under its influence we may continue 
to regard the future with hopes ever growing brighter and better founded as we proceed, 
is only to desire that our Society may realise at once its legitimate destiny, and the 
loftiest to which we can reasonably aspire.

Thanks were then voted to the Rev. Dr. Thorn and Mr. Danson, as the two vice- 
presidents who had been most frequently in attendance. Thanks were also voted to 
Dr. Hnme, and the proceedings terminated.


